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Boy Breaks Jail
By Picking Lock

1500 Baptists To
Be Here April 10

Brooks Is Given
Farewell Party

r Senator
rges Combine

Chairman Asks Aid Of
All Persons, Groups
To Obtain $125,000
Rotary Crowns Her
Outstanding Youth

Joe Ann Pickering, 1 5,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
William
G. Pickering, who
last week was awarded the
Rotary Club's annual trophy
as the outstanding youth of
Caldwell county. Miss Pickering is an all-A student in the
Sophomore class at Butler
High, an all-round athlete and
an accomplished musician.

Welfare Office Head
Is Kiwanis Speaker
Describing how her eightcounty office works in placing
under-privileged children in suitable -homes, Mrs. Mary Belle
Simpson, State Welfare Department supervisor here, was guest
speaker at Wednesday's meeting
of the Kiwanis Club. She thanked the Kiwanians for having
aided in locating this office in
Princeton and asked their further assistance in her work.

Baldwin Avenue Home
Is Destroyed By Fire
The City Fire Department
answered an alarm Tuesday
morning when the house occupied by C. 0. Witherspoon, on
Baldwin Avenue, was completely destroyed. The dwelling was
owned by L. 0. Hays. The truck
also was summoned Friday to
extinguish a weed fire in the
Highlands.
Home From Hospital
Mrs. J. W. Myers returned to
her home on Washington street
Tuesday after a week's treatment in Princeton Hospital. Her
condition is improved.
lib Lawyer's Office
Wanda Wadlington, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wadlington, Franklin street, has accepted a stenographic position
in the law office of C. A. Pepper.
She had been employed in
Evansville.

$2.89
$2.49
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Simmons Says Drive Is Not Project Of Kiwanis
And Rotary Clubs But Of Entire Community;
Pledges Already Total $27,000; Old Hospital
To Remain In Service
Princeton and Caldwell county citizens will be called upon,
starting April 15, to make donations for a new $125,000
hospital to serve the growing needs of this community and
its neighbors, Thos. J. Simmons, chairman of a city-county
committee to promote the new hospital,'said Wednesday.
Based upon preliminary work done by Mr. Simmons and
his committee of four from the Kiwanis Club, four from the
Rotary Club and four from the community at large, approximately $27,000 already had been pledged toward cost of the
building and equipment, the chairman said.
Interest in the campaign has
k been growing apace the last 5evIf
7-Pound Possum Caught eral months among numerous
individuals and groups, Mr.
Near Courthouse Here
Simmons said, and a fund of
The busy bustle of Prince$200 has been set up by the
ton's Main street had no
terrors for an unusual visitor
KiWanis Club to be used in obearly Tuesday morning,Jimtaining necessary data about
my Kilgore discovered when
what kind of a hospital will
he found a 7-pound possum
best fill the need here and, at
the same time, the kind the
loafing on the steps of Tol
Lamb's place, just off Court
community can support as i
going concern.
Square. Jimmy took the
furry animal to the vicinity
Pending departure to California of Mrs. I. B. Tanner, for the
of the Big Spring, where he
last several years superintendliberated it.
ent of the old hospital, and her
1 resignation, effective March 5,
has added to the impetus for
the new hospital drive to start,
Mr. Simmons said, and it is
hoped all organizations of the
town and county will be active
Treasury Secretary Will in aiding with solicitation of donations from every individual
Be Jackson Day Dinner in the community.
Various plans for raising the
Orator March 23
Louisville, March 6 — Demo- necessary money have been put
crats from every section of the forward, Mr. Simmons said, inState are expected here March cluding asking the each of sev23 to hear U. S. Treasury Secre- eral women's clubs, civic organitary Fred M. Vinson, of Ashland, zations, fraternal bodies, churches,
in a Jackson Day Dinner ad- etc, to sponsor and pay for one
or more hospital rooms. Entire
dress.
Guests will include all persons wards have been paid for in
who have contributed $25 or this manner in building hospitals
more in response to the current in towns the size of Princeton,
drive to obtain funds for the Mr. Simmons pointed out, and
Democratic National Committee. this suggestion may be adopted
For contributions of $50 or more here.
Dr. C. H. Jaggers, president
there are to be individually reserved seats at the speaker's of the old hospital board, said
this week that Mrs. Marie Lowry,
table.
All attending the function will practical nurse who has been
be invited to a reception to be employed at the local hospital
held prior to the dinner from for some years, has been retained, at an advance in salary, to
5 to 6:30 o'clock.
The fact that Vinson turned be supervisor of the present
down 18 other invitations to institution. He said negotiations
speak in Louisville indicates he have been entered into with a
is eager to get back to his home registered nurse recommended
State and talk both formally ar cl by Dr. Bruce P'Pool, Nashville,
informally to members of his to become superintendent of
nurses at the local hospital and
party.
this woman has indicated she
can report for duty starting
Student Minister Will
March 15.
Fill Christian Pulpit
Mr. Simmons said in connecA student from Vanderbilt University, Nashville, will preach at tion with the coming financial
^ampaign for the new hospital:
the regular morning hour at the
"I want to make it perfectly
First Christian Church Sunday
morning, a member of the board clear that this campaign is not
the effort of the Kiwanis and
said Tuesday.
Rotary clubs and that it needs
the support and active help of
all organizations and every interested individual in our community.
"The Kiwanis and Rotary
clubs have merely agreed to
form the nucleus of an organilation, to be perfected by me,
as chairman, around which a
ommunity-wide. enthusiastic and
determined group of people can
rally to accomplish for Princeton what many of her citizens
feel to be our greatest need
today."
Authorities who have had e
perience raising funds, buildi
and operating hospitals in towns
approximating Princeton's size
have been contacted for advice
and assistance and several aie
d=io-ranse-hemsfa.1
,
with leaders of the campaign in
special children's and young peo- this county and to address
ple's services, and preaching in groups and mass meetings, Mr.
the morning week-day services Simmons said.
The public is extended a cor.dial invitation to attend theta Remodeling Completed At
revival seryices. During the Lillie F. Murphy Store
week of March 18 week-day
Work was completed this week
services will be held from 7:45 on remodeling and redecorating
to 8:45 o'clock each morning. the Lillie F. Murphy Store. The
Special children's service* will color scheme of the entire store
be held each afternoon at 3:30, is blue and woodwork has been
and a special youth service will painted in a contrasting brown.
be held each night at 4:30 o'- New fixtures have also been
clock, with the quartet in added in the ready-to-wear de.

Vinson To Speak
To Ky. Democrats

REVIVAL TO BEGIN MARCH 15

Farm-Home Equipment Show To
Feature 100 Modern Devices

and the seis .
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The Smallest Item And The Biggest Bargain

The annual series of revival
services for Princeton Methodist people will begin Friday,
March 15, at Ogden Memorial
Methodist Church. Services will
be held nightly at 7:90 o'clock,
the Rev. J. Lester McGee, delivering evengellstic sermons.
Visiting helpers in the revival
will be the Well-known Asbury
Theological 13 trt inary Male
Quertet, of leri'more. These four
young man Will spend the entire

1.0 dere in Primitas leans*

Thursday, March 7,
Y
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A Portent Of Better Days
It became increasingly evident to Caldwell county residents who attended the
short course at the Substation here last
, week that this institution is of very
great value to this community . . . an
asset which is increasing in worth as
the years pass.
Crowds which over-taxed the capacity
of the assembly room at morning and
afternoon sessions both days gave evidence that this building, for 20 years
adequate to fill every need for such gatherings, no longer will serve the purpose for
which it was built and must be enlarged
as soon as possible. ,
Representative farmers came from far
and near, in western Kentucky, to gain
information and advice upon how to
conduct their operations in order to make
the most of opportunities presented in
the postwar period, and how to avoid the
numerous pitfalls which exist for the unwary and the ill advised.

Pennyrile Postscripts

And they obtained this information and
advice from consecrated authorities who
are devoting their lives to improve conditions among Kentucky's agricultural
people; and whose efforts are appreciated
by many leaders among the farm folk
of this section.
It is impressive to observe one of these
meetings for farmers in progress; it is
more than that . . . it is inspiring. For
most of us realize that the whole economy
of our town and county depends upon the
way our farmers do their jobs and the
returns they get; and to see them seeking to correct the evils of other ways and
days, looking forward always to creating
better lives for themselves, their wives
and, especially, their children is to gain
a happy insight into that brighter day
which is sure to come, through such
meetings as that held at our substation
last week, for all who live in Caldwell
county.

Let The Lesson Sink In
Altho we think the cry of "wolf" was
rather louder than was justified against
the so-called anti-TVA bill which the
Kentucky House of Representatives killed
last week, there was a salutary lesson in
the matter for all Kentuckians: When
the public interest is aroused, legislators
take heed.
The Moss bill, S. B. No. 48, slipped
through the Senate like a greased pig
escaping a boy at a county fair; and, had
there not been a slip-up in the House, it
probably would have been passed by that
branch of the Legislature as speedily ...
and before the electorate gained much
idea of what it was all about.
Apparently there were fewer friends
of the measure on the House committee
to which it was referred than on the
Senate committee which reported it favorably, and promptly. So that it stayed
in Chairman A. L. Love's hands a week
or more, during which Senator Henry
Ward and other opponents of the utilitiessponsored measure were exceedingly busy
calling attention of all and sundry to its
features.
And, when the people became sufficiently interested, not to say alarmed, to
send delegations to Frankfort to protest

Pressure of public opinion against the
against S. B. 48, it soon lost many of
its supporters.
measure which, its sponsors said, sought
to set up a yardstick to be used when
cities and towns desired to go into the
electric power business which would be
fair to the existing utility already operating such a plant in a specified community
in purchasing its property, was aroused
largely by the press and the radio.
It took only a few days to stir up a lot
of action; and the bill was snowed under
by House vote, the margin of its defeat
surprising even its most bitter critics.
The lesson should sink in and citizens
who favor or oppose pending legislation
should realize that if enough of them are
for or against a bill, it can soon become
either a "good" or a "bad" measure in
the minds of many of their elected representatives, whether in the House or the
Senate; at Frankfort or in Washington.
Too few of us take enough interest in
what our solons are doing and not doing
for our welfare. We believe therefore
the recent K.U.-TVA squabble served an
excellent purpose, if only a goodly number of our people will let the lesson sink in.

Some of the Goldnamer gals
were kidding Mrs. Berdie Moore
this week because they said she
had to take to her bed last Thursday when the store got a supply
of nylons.
*
*
*
Princeton's new paint store
had many visitors for its formal
opening Saturday and the McGoughs, hey and Howard, received scores of congratulatory
comments on their store and its
stock, together with best wishes
for abundant success. The new
store is a credit to the business
district, its proprietors young,
energetic and up to now in merchandising methods.
*
*. ;Or
Robert Gayle Pettit, who is
teaching agriculture in Morganfield High School since getting
out of the Army, was among
visitors here for the short course
at the State Substation. He
thought he'd make the Army
his career for a time, but got
fed up with the "Big Brass" and
relinquished his captain's commission, a friend told me.
*
* *
Russell Hunt, tobacco expert
for the College of Agriculture,
U. of K., who delivered one of
the principal addresses of 'Tuesday's session at the Experiment
station, is the most traveled
member of the Extension staff
latterly. Russell said he had
covered more than 15,000 miles,
helping Kentucky's tobacco
growers, during the last year.
He delivered a very effective

It was apparent from the
crowded condition of the building which housed the farm meeting that what is needed, right
away, is for the back end to be
knocked out and an addition
built which will at least double
the capacity of the assembly
room. Relatively few Princetonfans have proper realization of
the importance of these farmer
gatherings at the eastern edge
of our town. Many would profit
greatly by attending them.
*
*
*
For one thing: Did you know
that a ton of tobacco stalks is

s Doc Engelhardt, back from a
vacation on the Texas gulf, tells
about getting arrested out there.
Doc says Texas was celebrating
its centennial of statehood and
one of the towns had adopted a
rule that all men must grow
beards, and wear them throughout the year, penalty: Arrest and
$10 fine. Doc says he paid the
fine, "Just to hear 'em tell
about Texas".
California began its park system in 1927.
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Dr. W. A. Higginbotham,
couple of days of adding gray
hairs and white mice, was about man of the Federation of
ready to try disposing of some Scientists, and his ass
of its poison gas and white mice have already deduced the
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at the same time. Army red of which man never
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tape, however, doesn't permit fore. Whether it will
such simplifications. The mice remains to be seen. Pred
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gress, regardless of the fact that as obsolete as catapultq
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"Daddy's never
coming home,

514

Darling!"

.
0

Yes, I know he promised, but that was
a promise he couldn't keep, darling!
Remember how he told you to be a bravo
girl if he couldn't come horn*? Daddy
would want to be proud of you, you
know...so be brave for hissake,because
he can never corn* horn., now.

fr

MANY small sons and daughters will have
only shadowy memories of their Daddys ...so
many young mothers must face the future alone
... a future they're so ill-prepared to cope with.
Children have a way of needing so many things
... clothes and food ...school supplies and new
shoes. And somehow one just never knows where
the money goes.
Think of all the problems that Arise in everyday
living. It takes a steadfast heart and an unfailing
courftge to meet them all alone... and at times
even the strongest courage wavers. Where can
she turn when the going gets too rough? Who
will give her a spark of hope when it seems as if
she can't go on?
While she is making her adjustment, the Red
Cross stands ready to be of service.., to help her
face the future. It is a friend in need ...a neighbor
who will understand, provide guidance and help
over the lonely road ahead.
There are to many people in the world who
need help—your help through the Red Cross.
Your contribution makes it possible for the Red
Cross to do all it does.Give to the Red Cross today.

S°

serkss,:,

Legislative Research Plan
Unquestionably the state of Kentucky the same chance of passage that they
needs an agency to study problems and will if urged by more independent groups.
As to whether a legislative council can
legislation throughout the entire period
tiefore a Legislature meets. Otherwise a be set up now that will function properly
new governor will go in with neither in- and effectively during the remainder of
formation nor a program and a hold-over the term of Governor Willis remains to
Prj0
1 118.
Mee his recommendations entirely Upon to a partisan or factional group or dornithe advice of his own administration's nated by the governor forfeits some of
chief officers. While administrations may the chance to study, objectively and umprefer this insofar as makingirecommen- partially, problems that are neither Demodations is concerned, they do not have cratic nor Republican. (Lexington Herald)

0:0111
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Should They Wear Horns?
paid by any other means than through
receipts from advertising—that really is,
as the fellow said who wrote the C-J
article, the $64 question.
Now the Kentucky Utilities Company
does advertise, paying for space regularly
in order to get what the C-J writer says
is its "propoganda" over to the people
while, at the same time, getting this alleged lining up of the less independent
part of the press in the State done. As
far as I am concerned I hope it continues
to advertise so as to help with the power
bills just as the grocery advertisements
help with the grocery bills. What in the
name of tarnation does the C-J think
should be done in this grave case? Or
does it follow, that they believe that just
because we carry ads about patent medicine, we take it ourselves just to stay on
the right side of the venders? Even if
we figure we don't need medical attention?
The gifted writer goes on further to
set out that the managers of the Kentucky Utilities local offices are really sort
of subversive guys but on the surface
are "adept at community leadership, who
do a good job as citizens interested in
local problems, play golf, attend civic
luncheon clubs, lead Red Cross drives"
and so on, but get "in good licks here and
there for the Kentucky Utilities Company." Oh, yes—and go to church and
try to sell the service of the company
they work for. At the risk of being considered dumb, we would like to inquire
what kind of people would you expect
them to be to conform to what the writer
says is the "K. U. pattern?" Should they
wear horns and make faces at people?
(I. D. Zern, in Carlisle Mercury)

and helpful talk here.
*
*
*
Aubrey Warren, agricultural
agent for Lyon county, came in
for praise for the excellent job
he has done the last 2 years,
especially with 4-H Club boys
and girls ... the boosts coming
from his fellow agents and members of the U. K. staff. And of
course Johnny Graham has long
been widely known over the
State and among its agricultural
experts as one of the TOP men
in Kentucky.
*
*
*
Without doubt there is something attractive about attending
meetings away from home. Calloway county led all the other
40-odd counties in western Kentucky when it. sent a delegation
of 75 farmer leaders to the Short
Course here last Tuesday. The
same session had only 28 from
Caldwell.
* *
*

Washington Daybook

ern' a

OTHER EDITORS SAY

As the foresworn guardian of the welfare of the people of Kentucky, the
Courier-Journal has a right to attack all
the windmills it wants to when it feels
they are not turning in tune to the breeze
as the Courier-Journal figures the wind
should blow but when the big press of
Louisville turns its 16 inch guns on the
Kentucky Utilities Company, there is no
good reason, so far as I can see, that it
should, by implication, indicate that small
newspapers of the State are being subjugat,ed by "dat ol' dabble," the K. U.,
by the purchase by that company of
advertising space.
There is no doubt that the utilities
fight now raging in the state legislature
contains an important issue which is to
be reflected in coming political races and
that is as it should be. There is no doubt
that after all the facts are brought out,
the people of Kentucky will decide upon
the proper courie to follow but right now
the facts are being developed. They will
be made known, crusades of the CourierJournal to the contrary notwithstanding,
Its article attacking the utilities Sunday contains one astounding revelation
that its author was told by a newspaper
man that "he usually counted on his K.
U. advertising to pay his power bill."
And that ain't all—he attributes this as
one of the reasons friends suddenly begin
telling you at Frankfort that "T. V. A.
is heading the country to ruin through
public power." My, nw—and here I've
been thinking my opposition to public
ownership was an honest conviction that
I had sort of thought out all by myself.
And what, by the way, pays the power
bills of the Courier-Journal? If they are

By G. M. P.

worth approximately $100 . . .
when properly saved and applied to tobacco land at the
right time?
*
w
*
Congratulations to the Union
County Advocate upon changing
to a standard 8-column size
news-sheet. The Advocate long
has been one of Kentucky's best
community newspapers, especially excellent in typography, and
this latest improvement will be
advantageous to the public it
serves and beneficial to the paper in providing more inches for
news and advertising.
*
*
*
Rev. Donal Wilmoth stood near
the nylon oasis in Saul's store
one day last week and watched
the ladies (and some men folk)
file by to get one pair each of
the sorely wanted stockings. For
a long time the preacher watched . . and after the supply had
been exhausted, he remarked to
Saul he believed he could get
a full house at his church if he
had a supply of nylons to pass
out!
*
*
*
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ounty Agent's
Column
By J. F. Graham
The Local.4-H Club In A
Chanijing World
ational 4-H Club Week is
held March 2 to 10. The
The Local 4-H
in theme,
Changing World," will
b in a
an important part in reinClub
cing use of the 10 4-H
deposts in local program
lding as launched at the NaCongress by Dial 4-11 Club
4-H
tor M. L. Wilson. The new
1, "3-200,00 4-H members by
0," will also play an imporpart in helping club memeach county
rs and leaders of
assume their full share of
ponsibility in reaching more
a/1g people with the 4-H Club
gram.
ational 4-H Club Week should
•ve especially successful, inuzh as the 1,100 persons in
endance at the National 4-H
inub Congress in Chigago,
ding State club leaders, counextension agents, local agents,
l leaders, and 900 club deletes, &pent considerable time
analyzing local situations and
blems and in discussing how
e problems might be solved
thin the framework of the
guideposts.
t is suggested that, with the
of the 900 delegates in atdance at the Club Congress,
ery effort be made to enurage rural young people to
ack significant issues of this
w era of atomic energy, as
lated to their own local situons and problems.
It is the hope that in every
al community 4-H members
carry on in the same fine
rit as did their 4-H delegates
the National 4-H Club Conss. In discussion such importissues as housing, health,
ational choices, marketing,
tribution, conservation, re-

Makes A Blanket
Of Shoulder Insignia •
Marion, Ill.—AP—Miss Helen
Elliott, who made a pillow top of
World War H service shoulder
insignia collected as a hobby, has
reaped a harvest of "patches"
since word of her curious pasttime got around.
Returning soldiers have ripped
off their divisional insignia anci
presented them to her on the
spot. Two patches came from Japan.
Now she has made a blanket
of patches. Miss Elliott said she
may present it to a veterans'
organization.
creation, and maintenatici.
world peace, these young. po
can make a really remarkable
beginning in demonstrating how
they can develop their own local
4-H programs as effectively in
solving the problems of peace
in this new era of atomic energy
as they did in solving the problems of war on the home front.
Guideposts For 4-H Programs
To help prepare tomorrow's
citizens physically, mentally, and
spiritually, 4-H Club work provides opportunities for voluntary participation in programs
built on needs and interests
through which youth are:
1. Developing talents for greater usefulness.
2. Joining with friends for
work, fun, and fellowship.
3. Learning to live in a changing world.
4. Choosing a way to earn a
living.
5. Producing food and fiber
for home and market.
6. Creating better homes for
better living.
7. Conserving nature's resources for security and happiness.
8. Building health for a strong
America.
9. Sharing responsibilities for
community improvement.
10. Serving as citizens in Maintaining world peace.
U. S. Dept. of Agriculture.

Bait and Plan" BROADBEIrS
"DOME EXTRA" HYBRID SEED CORN
•Broadbent's hybrids placed first in many
county production contests last year.
•Broadbent's extra - yield — extra profit
hybrids are the best for you, too.
•White and yellow hybrid seed corn are processed in different plants to prevent color
mixtures.
O Let Broadbent's "Double Extra" hybrids help
you make more money in 1946 with mere
bushels per acre.
Buy Broedbent's hybrid seed corn from
I
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THE GARDEN
Gardner, Collage
By John S.
of Agriculture and Home
Economics

•

EARYEY POTATOES, I
Early potato planting time,
lies between March 15 and April
10. Very little can be gained by
planting before; in fact, there
is always the risk of the seed
freezing. To plant after the
April date may handicap the
crop by making their developRoy M., left, is the infant
ment come after spring moisture
has slackened and the:ground son of Mr. and Mrs. Roy M.
has become hot. Potatoes are a Gresham, Sr., Princeton, and
"cool" crop and conign more Wylie is the infant son of Mr.
and Mrs. Wylie Oliver, Cobb.
than 90 percent water. gip
The best variety is Irish Cobbler. Bliss Triumph may gain
the gardner a few days' time, but
there is the threat of blight lopThe slogan, "40 by 60”, meanping off yield. Green Mountain
needs a rainy season longer than ing 40 bushels of corn to the
Kentucky usually has, except in acre by 1960 has been adopted
Featured in the Farm and Home Equipment Show to be the countain counties. Early by farmers in Warren county.
presented here March 11 by the College of Agriculture and Ohio would be excellent, except
In Harlan county, the goal of
Home Economics, University of Kentucky, is a stick holder for that when rainfall is not steady, 1,000 4-H club members by 1946
was exceeded by 100.
bilking tobacco, enabling one man to slip, pull and bulk. It bulgy second growth results.
Vetch seeding in Calloway
has proved a great time and labor saver.
An old "red" favorite as Early
/
2 hours per Rose, but its successor, Spald- county survived the winter
Records indicate that two men take a .total of 41
acre to pull tobacco from the stick and place it in the bulk. ing Rose, is a poor keeper. How- much better than crimson clover
With the use of the stick holder 10 percent of the time is saved, ever, the old "Rose", in a white or small grain.
E. W. Redmond of Mviess
one man doing the work. It was designed by a farm economist or russet skin, is to be had in
at the University.
the Burbank variety, an excel- county is starting a pasture proThe show, which features more than 100 labor saving devices lent potato for winter storing. A gram which is expected to refor farm and home, is presented in the interest of better living good plan is to plant enough sult in half his 400-acre farm
and more prosperous farming.
Cobblers for use until Christmas, being in permanent pasture.
Many Knox county farmers
and Burbank for use the rest of
the winter. Good average ex- who have not grown alfalfa
pectation is 15 bushels of crop heretofore will sow it this year
as a result of high yields of hay
per bushel of seed planted.
Three grades of seed are to in 1945.
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
Seed dealers in Allen county
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost be had: select, war-approved
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of Twice- and certified, but only blue-tag report selling seven times as
Leader
as
a
regular
published
years
will
be
of
those
Leader
A-Week
much Ky. 41A tobacco seed as
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters, certified seed is to be depended
shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
upon to make satisfactory yields. of non-root-rot resistant variej Princeton, Ky. Feb. 27, 1917. ved to the delight and pleasure The reason is plain: Certified ties.
Twelve hundred acres of hyMiss Gladys Pickering left yes- of all. The following were Miss seed is healthy seed, the seed
terday for Paducah to attend White's guests: Kathryn, Lucille growers having pulled out all brid corn were grown by MagofMiss Margaret Woodrow Wilson's and Gladys Pickering, Charlinc plants that showed symptoms fin county farmers last year, an
recital Tuesday. night at the Eldred, Mary Gresham, Willetta of disease. The result of using increase of 400 over the previous
Kentucky, and luncheon Wed- Claycombe, Annie Dowing, Eliz- such seed is a full stand of vig- year.
Farmers in Bracken county
nesday given in honor of Miss abeth Hollingsworth, Anna Belle orous plants with'heavy hills of
using the Kentucky farm account
Wilson, at the Palmer. She will and Louise Davis, Eva Eaker and fine potatoes under them.
helpful in filling
be guest of her aunt, Mrs. Ro- Tommie Smith.
Seed is beginning to come on book find it
reports.
bert Dacus.
the market now, and wise gar- out income tax
As a result of the large
Princeton, Ky. May 8, 1917. deners will get theirs early. The
Princt ton, Ky. March 2, 1917. Roy Stevens left this morning over-all amount of certified amount of black root rot in toDarius Dyer returned yesterday for Louisville, where he will be seed potatoes is adequate, but bacco in Edmonson county last
morning from a trip to Louis- examined for the U. S. Army now and then occur break- year, it is estimated 85 percent
ville and Cincinnati, having Officers' Reserve Corps. If ac- downs in transportation to make
visited his daughter in the lat- cepted, he will go to Fort Ben- the supply spotty.
ter city.
jamin Harrison, Ind., training
camp which opens May 15.
Fruit Needs Spraying
Princeton, Ky. March 30, 1917.
In order to have clean fruit,1
Mr. and Mrs. Grace Cantrell and
Princeton, Ky. May 8, 1917.
Thousands say famous doctor's
little son, Billy, of Uniontown, Evans Groom, who went to spraying is a necessary step. For
discovery
gives blessed relief from
the
benefit
of
orchard
owners
returned home Wednesday morn- Harve, Montana about two weeks
ing after a visit of several days ago to accept a position with and farmers having fruit trees, irritation of the bladder caused by
excess acidity in the urine
to relatives in the city.
the Northwestern Railroad, has the Kentucky College of Agriculture and Home Economics
returned home.
Why suffer needlessly from backaches,
has prepared spray schedules run-down feeling from wrens acidity in
Princeton, Ky. March 30, 1917.
th• urine? Just try DR. KILMER'S
Anna Louise Loftus, the little
Princeton, Ky. June 1, 1917. for peaches, plums and apples. SWAMP ROOT, the renowned barbell
medicine. SWAMP ROOT acts fast on the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Mrs. J. S. Williams and little The leaflets, which contain kidneys
to promote tits flow of urine and
troublesome excess acidity. OrigiLioftus, was carried to Evans- son, Jack, of Paducah, arrived directions for making and using relieve
nally created by • practising physician.
ville yesterday morning by her today for a visit to Mr. and dormant and other types of Dr. Klimer's Is a carefully blended combi.
of 16 herbs, roots, vegetables, bat.
sprays, as well as the informa- nation
parents for an adenoid operation Mrs. C. T. Martin.
gams. Abaolat•ty nothing harsh or habittion, may be had from county forming In this pure, scientific prepare..
and ear trouble by Dr. Rodman,
lion. Ju•t good ingredients that quickly
agents, or from the college, act on th• kidneys to increase the flow of
the eye, ear and nose specialist.
urine and us* the uncomfortable GrimLexingtcn.
tome of bladder irritation.
Send for free, prepaid sample TODAY!
Princeton, Ky. April 6, 1917.
Lik• thousand, of others you'll be glad
Di so ppea red Overnight
Johnson county reports a that you did. Send name and address is
Gus Henry Stegar, of Atlanta,
B, Kilmer & Co., lac., Boa
lileakbaads. Tea,Beet Fast membership of 1,089 boys and Department
Tr fa,
Ga., arrived Wednesday morn1255. Stamford, Conn. Offer Limited. Sand
it
0
tei.76atdo=
at on... All druggists sell Swamp Rook
girls in 41 4-H clubs.
ing for a few days' visit. He is
TM entoin
evarniska k
le
mid ninodm.n
attending a school of pharmacy
ors
we
at Atlantak,
sidskagInn
wire

this year will be disease resistant.
The refinishing of 43 pieces
of furniture was started at 14
homemakers club meetings in
Campbell county in January.
On 400 farms in Monroe county, there are approximately 7,500 dairy cows.
In Marshall county, 54,500
•

IS GETTING UP NIGHTS
GETTING YOU DOWN?

#

CREOMULSION

Phone 216
Prtneeton. Hy.

for Coughs,Chest Colds,Bronchitis
III•••••••

II•14.11414.011.1
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Princeton, Ky. April 3, 1917.
A very delightful party was
given by Miss Pauline White at
the Savoy ltist Saturday evening.
After attending the theatre those
composing the party went to the
home of Miss White, where a
salad and candy course was ser-

A Message Concerning

Telephones
For Farmers
One of our most important peacetime activities, supplying telephones in farm areas, has been resumed
and is being expanded as rapidly as equipment and
materials are available.
Considerable time and equipment will be required
to build the lines and install the facilities necessary
to extend service to all areas.
You will be glad to know, however, that we have
started our rural development activities and are ex.
panding the work to bring telephones to additional
farm communities just as fast as we can.

PIMPLES

1"7:

Is an Important
Winter Food
Milk builds resistance to colds . . . and Pasteurized Milk contains a wealth of invigorating food value. It contains sturdy
health, rugged health that fights off colds and other ailments.
Milk has often been called the "perfect food". .. and not without reason. .. for it contains all the Vitamins and Minerals known
to be beneficial to growing children and hard working men and
women.
Our Pasteurization process assures you milk at its best and purest
• •. Milk made safe with the only milk purifying process recognized

by medical authorities.
• Give your family Pasteurized Milk
today ... apd every day!
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Colorfully and Skillfully Styled Print
Dresses for Your Spring Wardrobe
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Gayest of all spring fashions are
these charming prints. One and
two piece styles with every new innovation on the calendar. Lines
that play up your very best points
for the new silhouette—colors and
patterns you'll adore. Choose
yours today.
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Dean's Pills. Dosses have beefs winning
new friende for more than forty years.
Thor ban a natioa-wide reputation.
Are recommended by grateful pimple the
country over. Ask sour
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BABY CHICKS
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PULLORUM CONTROLLED
READY FOR DELIVERY
PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW

Pennyrile Hatchery
212 W. 7th St.

Phone 604
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U. S. APPROVED

GET OUR PASTEURIZED PRODUCTS

I •

Oreomubdort renewes uspUy because it goes right to the ee4 of the
trouble to help loosen ma expel
germ laden phlegm, and aid nature
to soothe and heal raw, tender, in-•
named bronchial mucous membreams. Tell your druggist to sell you
a bottle of Creomulsion with the understanding you must like the way it
quickly allays the cough or you are
to have your money back.

News From The Past

MILK...

Prim

Relief At Last

•••••••••••••••••••••

John E. Young Agt

Help Them Cleanse the Blood
of Harmful Body Waste

from your nearest Grocer.

pine and 10,700 locust seedlings
are being set on eroded land.
John Atkinson of Pcwell county realized 3,700 pounds of tobacco from one and seven tenths
acres of disease resistant Ky.
41A and Ky. 16 varieties.

DEPENDABLE For Your Cough
INSURANCE

Ky. Farm News

diff Hardware Co.
Princeton, Ky.

Bouncing Bo $

Coming With Farm-Home Show
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White polka dots on a IMAY.Y..grP1111.C.Slualt124Vt.
pecer.
.._ $4.10
Lighthearted floral print.
. Soft classic lines __ $5.00 Collarless classic in dainty floral print
$5.90

Miffelpes

Fire Drills At
Schools Improve
Fire Chief Conway Lacey reported at Monday night's City
Council session, attended by all
Councilmen, the Mayor presiding,
that the firemen responded to
nine calls during February, entailing small property damage

I

4
.:.P,'..VIN.,:,1,9,!.;;‘,11,,;;C:...,...;.\•/..T...;!r)

and an expense account of $311
for services.
Fire drills at the three schools
were conducted with the buildings being evacuated in less
time than in the January drills.
Observations were that all windows and doors were closed at
Eartside; two windows left open
at Butler High, but all doors
closed; windows closed at Dotson High, but three doors left

open.
Misses Nancy and Caroline
McGuirk and representatives of
several groups presented proposals for consideration, ineluding installation of additional
street lights, extension of a
water line and placing a cover
on Eagle Creek.

McGee Preaching
In Rally Series

The black rail is 'the tiniest o
the rail bird species.

Rev. J. Lester McGee, pastor
of Ogden Memorial Methodist
Church, is delivering a series of
evangelistic sermons throughout
the Louisville Annual Conference of the Methodist Church
as special District Evangelistic
rallies in key cities.
Local Methodists will attend
the Hopkinsville district rally
Friday, March 8, at the Hopkinsville Methodist Church, Several carloads of members and
friends of the local church will TEACHER DISAPPEARS -be in attendance at the mass Lola Celli, a 24-year-old high
meeting which is being sponsor- school teacher, left home to
ed by the Louisville Conference shop for nylons and didn't
Board of Evangelism as a part come back. Her parents, Colof the Year of Evangelism phase umbus, Ohio, expressed fear
of the denomination's Crusade she had met with violence.
for Christ program.
They described her as a "perRev. Mr. McGee, who was re- fect girl" who didn't drink or
quested by the Conference Board smoke and seldom had dates
to deliver the sermons, has been with men. (AP Wirephoto)
in attendance the last two weeks
upon these meetings. Sunday
night Mr. McGee will speak at
a mass evangelistic meeting in
. By Sue Brown
Owensboro and at Henderson
Virgil Watson is spending a
Monday morning.
7-day furlough with friends and
relatives.
Mr. and Mrs George Pippin
and daughter, Sue, of Paducah,
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Hillyard.
Doris Rowland spent Sunday
Referendum Will Be
and Sunday night with Louise
Mitchell.
Held At 1947
, Patty Oliver spent ,Sunday
General Election
ght with Barbara Morse.
(By Amoclated Pram)
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Oliver and
Frankfort, March 6—Legisla- hildren, Patty Gene, Bobby and
tion to /et the people vote on Leroy, spent Sunday with Mr.
whether Kentucky needs a new and Mrs. Cook Oliver, of Princeconstitution was approved by ton.
the General Assembly late TuesMarlene Brown has been ill
d
this week with flu. She is imUnder the measure a referen- proving.
dum will be held at the regular
1947 election and if a majority of the present constitution for gubthe voters say "Yes," the 1948 ernatorial approval as required
General Assembly will be called for other legislation. But House
upon to provide for 100 consti- Speaker Harry Lee Waterfield
tutional delegates to be elected (D-Clinton) said he believed
and for their new document to that as a precaution, the chief
be submitted to referendum.
executive should be given an opThe delegates would be elect- portunity to sign it.
ed from the 100 House of Representative districts.
They would meet at Frankfort within 90 days after being
chosen by the voters and proceed to write anew the document that has formed the basic
structure of Kentucky law since
1892.
The bill calling for the referendum was approved by the
House late today 74-3.
The Senate approved the
measure, 34-0, February 18, Three
House Republicans, Reps. Archie
H. Eversole, London; L. H. Jones,
Columbia, and Lawrence Wells,
Paducah Granite
Edmonton, voted "Nay." ApproMarble,
Stone Co.
val for the referendum also had
been given by the 1944 General
402 South 3rd Street
Assembly.
Paducah, Kentucky
House members, consulted after
Phone 799
final legislative enactment, could
find no specific requirement in
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At Last They're Here!..
ELECTRIC APPLIANCES
$5.20
General Electric Heating Pads
$3.95
Hot Plates
$6.95
Double Hot Plates
$12.40
Breakfaster Toaster and Grill
$17.00
Toastmaster Automatic Toaster
$4.39
Juice-O-Mat Fruit Juicer
Ironing Board Covers,fire proof and burn proof $3.25
$8.56
General Electric Arizona Heater
GE Approved Cream Separator, 500-pound
capacity
300-pound capacity
Magic Flow Coff Percolator
Kitchen Stools, all-aluminum, enameled,
Model B

AT TYPES RADIO BATTERIES and
PHILCO FARM PACKS
The New General Electric Radio: are Coming
... WAIT FOR THEM

9'.;‘,/

'11

NOW
SHOWING

Local Minister To Speak
At Hopkinsville, Owensboro, Henderson

Confidentially, its
terrific!

New Constitution
Vote Is Okeyed

Joss I
The KING of the COwBOY

Rog ROGE

MIR LORIS
KATINA FAXINOU
VICTOR FRANCIN
RAIN' MANI:Ili

Added Units!
DONALD DUCK CART
No. 10 "ZORRO'S BL
WHIP"

Added Enjoyment!
MERRIE MELODY CARTOON
FOX MOVIETONE NEWS

They

3 DAYS!SUN.- MON.- TUES., MAR. 10 - 11 - 12

t

THE AMAZING
NOVEL

bueNa PartairtifEl
G'One of the greatest p72?

,hires I have ever seen...
Ray Milland gives a dra.
'matic performance that'
,should merit Academy

7: YOU WHISPERED
ABOUT...
ROCKS
THE SCREEN
WITH ITS
DARING!

consideration!'

The shock best-seller that'
"no one would dare to film!")
--The sensational story of
a man who lost 5 days out of
a strange lifetime!
•

afar

'"A mo.1-seo for oft
rrnovregoors
AtIloncrs
porforrnorwo on* of the
finorf *vet given by a
,atobon paws actor."

Milland
Ray Wyman
sane

sassiestlittle numbers you've everseen for Jane.'
lug, working, dating. Watch for them in your
favorite magazines—then try them on here.

da Silva
Terry • 110Warli
Faylen
Phillip
Frank
el.
•
BRACKETT
Doris Dowling
CHARLES
Produced by
WILD
WNW,
Direoted by BILLY
Brackett and Billy

98¢
59¢ pt.
59¢ lb.
73¢ qt.
43¢ pt.
45¢ qt.
25¢ pt.
$1.13 qt.
45¢ - 12 oz.

Screen Play by

Charles

Novel
Yuan the

A

by Charles

Jackson)

Paramount Picture)

"Fine Shoes Fitted By X-Ray"
PRINCETON

'Smarr,

Russel
Ban
John L
Shen
Janes,

ilia IA

Screenland
Magazine says':

Simoniz Self-Polishing Wax
Johnson's Glo-Coat
Johnson's Paste Wax
0-Cedar Self-Polishing Wax
0-Cedar Self-Polishing Wax
Aerowax
Aerowax
0-Cedar Polish
0-Cedar Polish
Q7cedar
Daft
Old English No Rubbing Wax
Old English No Rubbing Wax
Old English Paste Wax

ia
Cal
attak
sad

* COMING SOON!

14ONEL EFFINGH AM'S RAID" * •

Women's Page
irthday Party

Recent Bride

Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Boyd,
adisonville street, entertained
eir daughter, Sue, at their
one on Madisonville street Sunay afternoon in honor of her
2th birthday.
Guests were Martha Sue and
ris Ann Gresham, Patricia
ortt, Jackie Koltinslcy, Sidney
ood Satterfield, Barbara Bisop, Joan Mitchell, Evelyn
' ey, Joan Robinson, Don Gregry, Billy Joe Gre....ham, Don
ussell, all of Princeton; Phillip
d James Faye Boyd, Dawson
prings, and the honoree.
ames were played and iceearn and cookies served to the
oup.

At The Churches

arewell Party For
rs. Tanner, Daughter
Before her marriage here
Ladies of St. Paul's Catholic
hurch entertained Monday Saturday, Feb. 16, to Mr. Jer'ght at the home of Mrs. Bar- ry Smith, Woodburn, Mrs.
ey Jones, Washington street, Smith was the former Ann
honor of Mrs. I. B. Tanner Young, daughter of Mr. and
d daughter, Mary. Mrs Tanner, Mrs. R. E. Young, Washington
member of the church, is leav- street,
g this month to make her
Mr. and Mrs. Grayson Harralme in California.
The affair was a covered dish son and children, Grayson Lee
pper and handkerchief show- and Don, left this morning for
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., where they
Fourteen persons attended the
gone about two months.
Mrs. James E. Moore, Paducah,
ent They were Mesdames I.
. Tanner, A. P. Day, Paul spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
n, Russell Goodaker, Ralph hey McGough.
elson, Barney Jones, L. B.
ing, John Loftus, J. D. Lester,
cue Sherman, H. D. Skees,
ark Jones, J. D. Stephens and
' Mary Loftus.

i

he Leader
ongratulates
Mr. and Mrs. James Herschel
avers, Fredonia, Route 1, on
e birth of a daughter, Sandra
, Feb. 5.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Don William
k, Fredonia, Route 3, on the
th of a son, James Richard,
rch I.

Phone 50
•

•

•

Princeton Leader
Princeton, Ky
•5

•

Dorothy Ann Davis

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Chas. P. Brooks, Pastor
9:45 Bible School
11:00 Morning Worship
7:00 Evening Worship

visit with her parents, Mr. and F. Murphy Store.
Mrs. Pat Hopper, Hopkinsville
Mr. and Mrs. Charles WadOGDEN MEMORIAL
Road, and Mrs. Herman Bannislington
spent Friday in EvansMr. and Mrs. Ernie Sheridan, ter and family, W. Market street.
METHODIST CHURCH
ville. They were accompanied
Detroit, Mich., are the guests of
J. Lester McGee, Minister.
Mr. D. E. Wood and daughter, home by their
daughter, Wanda,
friends and relativeb here.
Sunday School 9:45 a.m. HarMrs. Happell and Mrs. Happell's
CRIDER CUMBERLAND
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur McGough daughter, Ann, of St. Louis, Mo., who has been employed there.
ry Long, Supt.
Mr. Estill Moorehead, Mayand daughter, Mrs. James Cole- spent last Thursday with Mrs.
Morning Worship 10:55. Ser- PRESBYTERIAN'CHURCH
Kermit E. Neal, pastor
man and little son, Jimmy, all R. D. Garrett, N. Jefferson field, attended the opening of
mon by the pastor: "Going Forthe McGough Paint and WallChurch Cchool at 10:00 a.m. of Stanford, spent last weekward by Going Backwards"
street.
paper Store here Saturday.
Preaching services at 11:00, by end here with Mr. and Mrs. J.
Youth Fellowship 5:30 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Anson KuykenMrs. J. L. Clore, Middleboro,
tha
pastor.
W.
McGough,
Mr. and Mrs. hey dall are visiting
Evening Worship 7 o'clock.
his brother, T. is visiting her sister, Mrs. RumChristian Endeavor at 8:15 ri.m. McGough and Howard
Sermon by the
McGough. M. Kuykendall in Palm
Rev. Clyde
Beach, sey Taylor and family, Locust
Preaching services at 7:00 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ratliff,
Walker.
Fla., and have also been the street.
Stockton, N. J., are the guests
The revival begins next Fri- by the pastor.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. J.
Col. and Mrs. R L. Putman
day night at 7:30. The Asbury
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ratliff
Stephens and little daughter, left Sunday for Atlanta, Ga.,
COBB BAPTIST
and other relatives and friends.
College Radio Male Quartet,
Carol Ann, Avon Park, Fla.
Rev. J. T. Cunningham will
where Colonel Putman will reMr. and Mrs. Hugh Cherry rehelping evangelists.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Sparks sume his position with the Vetpreach at Cobb Baptist Church
turned last Thursday from Ft.
spent last week-end in NashSunday afternoon at 2:30 o'Lauderdale, Fla., where they
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
ville.
clock and at Cedar Bluff that
spent a two weeks' vacation.
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor
night at 7 o'clock.
Mrs. J. D. Alexander and chilMrs. Neal Bannister and son
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
dren, Jane and David, have re11:50 a.m. Blaming Service
The expression "between the
turned from Dothan, Ala., where
6:45 p.m. Training Union
devil and the deep blue sea" Camp Breckinr
she was called on account of
idge
Has
7:30 Evening Worship
originated in 1637 when a Scot- Some Surplus Housing
the serious illness of her mother.
tish regiment was trapped be(By Associated Press)
Sammy Ratliff and Edwin
tween the ocean and Swedish
THE CENTRAL
Washington, March 5 — Rep. Lamb are attending Mardi Gras
artillery fire.
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Earle Clements (D-Ky.) an- in New Orleans, La.
Dilaware, Maryland, Kentucky nounced today that the War
Mrs. Yola Carlos, HopkinsDonal Wilmoth, minister
Deand 14issouri all were represent- partment had informed him
March 10, 1946
tem- ville, spent Saturday here with
ed
in the Confederate congress, porary type housing facilities, Mrs. hey McGough.
9:45 Sunday School
although none seceded from the accommodating about 3,800
10:45 Morning Worship
men, Mr. and Mrs. Stegar Dollar
Union during the Civil War.
are being declared surplus at returned to their home in BowlTopic: "Stewardship in
George Washington postponed Camp Breckinridge, near
Social Order"
Mor- ing Green Tuesday after several
his famous farewell address for ganfield.
7:00 Evening Worship
days' visit with Mr. and Mrs.
four
years. It was originally preTopic: "The Two Ways"
Dique Eldred and family, W.
pared for delivery at the end of
California's first sugar beets Main street.
Jupiter's diameter is estimated his first term, before he agreed were raised experimentally in
Miss Louise Francis has acto accept a :second.
at 11 times that of the earth.
1869.
cepted a position in the Lillie

Make that old furniture look like new.
Cabinets made to order, any finish desired. Picture frames, any shape. Cedar
Chests, Whatnots, Etc. Also trucks let,
tered. Call 3152.
Sign Painting

Have your tires in tiptop condition for those
long spring drives.
"Smoothies" are unsafe!
We'll give you an expert
recap job in the minimum amount of time.
Drive in!
tire and tube repair.

Princeton Tire & Recapping Co.
Beesley Building
COOPER CRIDER, Owner.

The Florida everglades cover
any 5,000 square miles.

erans' Administration as Dimetor of Finance for Branch No.
5, which includes Tenn., Ga., 8.
Carolina, Fla., and Ala. Mrs.
Putman will return here for an
indefinite period before moving
to Atlanta.
Mn. and Mrs. Gresham Pettit
recently moved to Salem where
he will have farming interests.
Miss Hilda Pepper, Nashville,
spent last week-end with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. A.
Pepper, Franklin street.
Lieut. and Mrs. Howard Z.
Day returned Tuesday from a
vacation in Ft. Lauderdale and
Miami Beach, Fla.

It's feminine they are...
Our collection of dressmaker beauties,
while not large, includes the newest
fashion hits, such as is shown at the
right. Shoulders are rounder, armholes deeper.

morning, noon and night!

Shown at the right is a belted
"Shortie" . . . fashion news
wherever you go! Big, belted,
and beautiful. Yours casually,
fully lined.
top: floral dress of rayon jersey ... black monotone print on pale pink. Soft V-neck and fitted
midriff section look to simple lines and loveliness. 12 to 20
118.98

center: black taffeta dress with checked trim.
Generous three-quarter sleeves and shoulder bow
give this two-piecer a sleek bulk-above-slimness
look. 12-20
510.98
a.-.4041414119*

4.

left: vilhouette dress of sheer wool-and-rayon
. . . sophisticated lines, dramatized by wide
pleated shoulders and large sash-tie on left hip.
In coral. 12-20.
$12.98

March 7,
_

Thursday, March 7, 19
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Patrol Radio Is
Proving WorthCars

Agricultural Secretary Plans
For Crop, Livestock Surpluses
(Hy Assochited Preaa)

Washington — Secretary of
Agriculture Anderson looked beyond the current period of world
food shortages this week, to plan
for the time when American
agriculture again may be confronted by price-depressing crop
and livestock surpluses:
He saw high-level employment
at good pay for consumers as
the primary solution for the
problem, with development of
exports and of industrial uses
for farm products as other necessary factors.
"Now that the war is over,
we are moving back," he said,
"toward our old position of virtual security in the matter of
the food supply.
"In 1946, it will be diffi,cult
to meet total requirements for
American farm products; the relief demand, commercial exports,
and our needs will substantially
exceed the supplies available.
This, however, is just the current outlook."
The secretary, in his annual
report to the President, went on
to say that the present demand
situation "is not necessarily a
sign that agriculture will permanently have adequate markets."
He explained that agriculture
emerges from the war with an
expanded productive capacity,
and added that such capacity
does not readily contract.
"The story of the wartime in-

crease in capacity is thus a
warning," he declared, "that in
the tuture we must work constantly for the expansion of demand."
Anderson expressed the view
that if agriculture is not to suffer economically from this increased productive capacity, it
must help see to it that full
employment at good wages is
maintained for those working
outside of agriculture and that
Steps are taken to hold a "considerable" portion of the present export market.

Senate Approves Vote
On New Constitution
Frankfort, Feb. 19 — (W) —
Kentucky's Senate Monday night
gave unanimous approval to a
bill to enable the people to vote
on whether to adopt a new constitution.
The measure, if passed by the
House, would provide for referendum at the regular 1947 election.
If approved then the 1948 General Assembly would provide for
election of delegates to a constitutional convention to rewrite the constitution.
The United States once had a
camel corps for patrolling desert regions in the southwest.
The first consumers' cooperative bank was formed in 1866
in Denmark.

. . . Have you realized that your building costs
have risen from 30% to 60%? Did you increase your insurance to cover this increase?

MARK CUNNINGHAM
THE MAN WITH THE PLAN

16 State Police
Have Device; Highways
Made Safer

Frankfort, Feb. 26—New Kentucky Highway Patrol radio
equipment resulted in the apprehension and arrest of a
drunken driver just 10 minutes
after the report had been radioed to headquarters and a
stolen car was recovered in
less than an hour, Colonel
John Baker, director of the Patrol, reported today.
Sixteen police cars have been
equipped with 50-watt frequency
modulated sets and are operated
out of the 250-watt station lohearquarters.
cated at patrol
The present range is covering
about 18 central Kentucky counfor an inspection
COMPLETED HOUSE BUILT BY GIANT MACHINE — Strolling up the walk
ties. Ten additional sets have
two-bedroom concrete been ordered.
visit, a GI and his girl friend (both unidentified) approach a completed
a complete
"The need is for a State-wide
house built in Vicksburg, Miss., by the Tourna layer, giant machine which constructs
network and full police powers
dwelling in 24 hours. (AP Wirephoto)
to back it up," said J. Stephen
Watkins, Commissioner of the
Ewes Return $30.48
Department of Highways, comIn Lambs And Wool
menting on Colonel Parker's reHow Morman Floyd of Hickman
port.
gross
average
an
county realized
"Recovered property can be
Dottie Deen and Bob Taylor
income of $30.48 per head from
Now
Enlistment
3-year
computed in dollars, but lives
Reporters
his flock of 16 ewes by followsaved by reason of safe highing the phenothiazine program, Worth $5,120 Educa(From last week)
ways will pay the bill many
told by Farm Agent Warren
is
Later
tional Benefits
A study course on the book- Thompson.
times more. A drunken driver
young
intelligent
Hundreds of
his own
let "Teen Topics" was started
At breeding time in 1945, Mor- men are taking advantage of the not alone endangers
Tuesday. The greater part of man had 16 two-year-old Norththe case reported,
in
but
life,
eduational opportunities offered
the student body is taking an western ewes, from which he
narrowly missed colliding with
by the GI Bill Of Rights.
interest in it. Classes are taught saved 21 quality lambs. On
bus loaded with
by G. W. a school
out
pointed
was
It
by representative citizens. The June 26, he sold 12 lambs weighBoard of children.
the
City
of
Towery
leachers are: Mesdames Sam ing 1,296 pounds at $15.60 per
Education, that every qualified
Catlett, Frank Wylie, Elbert Mc- hundredweight; a month later,
man who enlists for 3 years in
G.
Caslin, H. C. Russell, A.
he sold eight lambs weighing the Regular Army, prior to OctoButler, Aline Akin and Frank 896 pounds at $15 per hundredber 6, 1946, is entitled to a full
OAL
Wood, W. D. Armstrong, C. A. weight and a buck 'lamb of 118
?of dlabonfort of POISON
college course. For the first time
Meal. lisabsra, hob.
10ZEMA.
Horn, Rev. Hall and Rev. Hatler. pounds at $15.60 per hundred.
blosysit•
Cbliybr
PAIL
afford
to
WY
unable
men
intelligent
• • •
Sealy is Joety Mb. Tired Sweaty
From the 16 ewes and one a higher education can have it
Feel. A boons& obetblog WAWA. 001
A true to life country basket- buck, he clipped 231 pounds of
N anywhere He is by mall. Abslilp
free.
Laboratories. mem..., au.
Monday
played
ball game was
wool which averaged $57.50 per
A 3-year enlistment entitles
in the Butler gymnasium when hundred pounds net. His records
a man to 48 months of education
the Future Farmers of America show a total production of 2,310
and training in the school or colof Butler High played the F. F. pounds of lamb, an average of
lege of his choice. Thus he can Nationally f amous —
A. boys of Cobb. Cobb Was the 110 pounds in six months, plus
complete requirements for a HELM'S CHICKS — U. S.
victor.
an average of 12.4 pounds of bachelor's degree and also re• • •
.
wool per sheep. His gross income ceive a master's degree. While Approved — Pullo r u m
celewas
Washington's birthday
per ewe was $30.48.
attending college the govern- controlled
Hold four
brated last week when the
Mormon used a phenothiazine ment will pay tuition up to $500
records
time
all
Sophomore Class had a George drench in the spring after the
world
an ordinark school year, plus
Washington party in the East- last ewe had lambed, and again
delivery
Immediate
—
for
$65
monthly
living
expenses,
side gymnasium. The room was in the fall six weeks before
or $90 if married. For a period — Chicks now in brooddecorated in red, white and blue, lambing. A mixture of nine
of 48 months a grand total of
the
as
flag
with the American
pounds of salt and one pound $5,120 will be paid by the ers — Also booking for
was
center. A program of games
of phenothiazine was self-fed Government for single men, or
future—Matings contain
sponsored by Miss Knott, Mrs. during the summer months.
$6,320 if married.
hundreds of ROP males
Walker and Mrs. Thompson.
hens with official
from
served
were
Ice cream and cake
Let There Be Light
• • •
London —AP— Barrage bal- records from 200-300
A Girls' Reserve Club has loons now are used by the
eggs. Call for free
been organized for Senior and Southern' Railway to blaze the
Junior High units under leader- trail for shunting trains at a Brooding Bulletins.
ship of Mrs. J. L. Walker. The freight yard. Twenty 1,000-watt
following committee was chosen lamps suspended from the balto draw up the constitution: loons illuminate the yard.
Joan Pickering, Eudean Kennaday, Dorothy Stallins, Rosella
Across from hitchyard
There are 17 varieties of pigCotton, Barbara Graham and eons and stoves in the United
PRINCETON
Rose Mitchell Randolph.
States.
• • •
At the Pep Chapel for the
District Tournament Wednesday
afternoon silver basketballs were
awarded Co-captains Jim Butler
and Ralph Martin and Senior
Gene Coley. Similar trophies
were awarded to the basketball
queen, Christine Dycus, and
Senior Cheerleader Roberta
Dalzell.

Dead Animals
WANTED

BY
fiuuil
ky farm
80 to
horne
It
the food needed f

Although the war is over Uncle Sam
needs waste greases for many Mies. So keep
your dead stock
saving grease, and call in
G
to the KENTUCKY RENDERIN WORKS.

of
,

We will remove all dead stock promptly and
free of charge.
•
CALL COLLECT

Kentucky Rendering Works
Princeton, Ky.

Phone 442-J

Veterans Offered
College Courses

Helm Hatchery

SOW MITCHELL'S DEPENDABLE FIELD

SEED

OUR STOCKS ARE COMPLETE AT THIS TIME

Alfalfa

(Oklahoma Approved) Stock Limited

Red Clover
(Northern Grown)

Korean Lespedeza
No. 1 and No. 2

ontence is from
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p. Cooper's
matte for K
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is borne out
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of
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wonderful work
county ever
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moo for such
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formers eat. This i
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ficoonsy--saving m
to spend on ot
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shown—and T
their teachings on
and among my
that every f
keep ground to
garden. Don't
Leaves scattere
composts of tobacco

Sweet Clover
White Dutch Clover

.M. YO

Timothy

halms
Dealer

Red Top
Kentucky Blue Grass

Froduis, y.

Tobacco Seed
(Burley) No. 16 White

,o

4. A

Ammonium Nitrate and Vigoro
Plant Bed Fertilizer

MITCHELL
IMPLEMENT CO.
Princeton, Ky.

YE
ON

Wester
Auto
Associa
Store

PAIM
'MIMS
, WITS

Cord Flew

Ev
Item
Cuevas

112

Prince

Oil

Phone 242

PUBLIC SALE!

SATURDAY,MARCH 9,1946

Oil of wintergreen is not only
found in the shrub called wintergreen but is contained in
strawberries, blackberries, raspberries, currants, plums, apples,
peaches and some other common
fruit.
ROTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF Thll COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

HOPKINSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY

The first skull of the so-called
Neanderthal man was discovered
in 1856 in Germany.

Announcement!
*Due to the fact that we lost, by fire, our entire Funeral
Home and Dwelling combined, many people are wondering about our work.Through the help of our Neighbors and Friends we saved the Ambulances and Ambulance cots, the truck and cars; several caskets #nd steel
vaults, a few burial dresses and men's suits. We are at
the same location, having stored the business supplies
in the garage and arranged living quarters across the
road directly from the ruins. We are able to take care
of any call and will serve to the best of our ability. Just
now plans for the future are incomplete but we hope to
announce soon the beginning of an establishment in
keeping wah our circumstances at the same location.
omou_
WeAvillappireciattet4g the decopittierwe,a c41.11Ar
_
•
any time you need our Services.

AT MY FARM 4 MILES NORTH EAST OF FREDONIA
KY. ON THE PLACE KNOWN AS THE LUCAS PLACE

BEGINNING AT 10 A; M.
WILL OFFER FOR SALE THE FOLLOWING PROPERTY:
Jersey and Guernsey cows, ages 3 to 6 yrs; 9 with calves by side, others to freshen soon
11 - Beef type Hereford and Angus, calves by side, ages 3 to 6 years.
1 - Registered Bull 3 yrs. old, come from Beck herd
7 - Guernsey and Jersey heifers (bred)
1 - Yearling bull registered
4 - White face calves
3 year old registered bull
1 - 21/
2 - Bred gilts
1 - 6 Months old registered bull
1 - Sow and 8 pigs
1 - Registered cow and calf by side
1 - Good Poland China boar
2 - Registered Springers, cows
21 -f Shoats, 70 to 180
1 - Guernsey bull 2 yrs. old, Cliffs herd
7 - Springing hereford cows 3 to 6 yrs. old
1 - pr. of 1400 lbs. Belgian mares, well broke, age 4 to 5 yrs. old
1 - Metal hog feeder, lot of plows, small tools
1 - 3 year old saddle horse
1 - John Deere sweep rake
1 - Lot gear
1 - Int. 4 bar side delivery rake
1 - 4 Wheel manure spreader (Int.)
2 - Steel wheel farm wagons
1 - Case wheat drill, fertilizer attach, also seed attach.
Dehorning Chute, 1 Fresno scraper
1 - John Deere hammer mill
1 - Bear cat hammer mill, new
1 - Lot of small tools, such as end wrenches, socket wrenches, cross cut saws, picks, shovels,
forks, cable ropes, belting; jacks, post hole diggers, bolt dyes, 12 new 55 gallon oil drums.
Lots of other stuff.
50 - Bales straw
10 - Tons of good hay

18 -

Reason for Mixing Sale at this time is'we have sold the farm and must
ilossession at once.
- -

••••••

Pepsi-Cad C
Bottler:

•
,extro high I
'nets root

Marc & James Blackburn
Dunn's Funeral Home
Phone 2031

Kuttnws;Ky.

BYRD M.GUESS, Auctioneer
• DIRECTIONS TO SALE
Turn right off 91 at Feagan Service Station on WPA road at Fredonia, Ky. Signs will be
posted. Gravel road all the ;jay.

"Botany-

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
Radar Contacts Moon—
So What? Asks U.K. Prof.

"Kentucky farm families can barn straw and other refuse
to 90 per- that is allowed to rot, builds up
produce at home 80
for good a fine garden patch at no extra
needed
food
cent of the
expense.
nutrition."
Dean
Home Demonstration Agents
That sentence is rrom,
Thomas P. Cooper's report to teach that vegetables should be
Kentucky, planted so that they will keep
the Committee for
agriculture. on coming until frost. Corn, for
on
facts
the
giving
ex- instance, can be planted four or
This is borne out by the
petience of Henderson County's five times to keep the table supAgent, Miss plied during the entire season.
Home Demonstration
has been Any vegetables not needed for
Leone Gillett, who
instrumental in improving home imediate family use should be
economics in .that community at canned or dried. Some womenpercent.
folk can so much stuff they
least four hundred
to her, rural house- have vegetables left over when
Than
wives not only can more food, the new crops arrive.
job of houseA good cow, they explain, is
but do a far better
keeping generally. My impres- a worthwhile investment. This
a bet- is an incentive to purebred livesion is that they are doing
ter job around the houses than stock. A scrub cow never pays.
their menfolk are doing in the A good one core than makes up
fields and feed lots. The Home for the extra cost in the amount
Demonstration Service has been of milk and cream she produces.
doing wonderful work in Hen- An abundance of milk and butmeans
healthy, robust
derson county ever since I ter
Started farming,there ten years children.
Some years ago a young man
ago.
For one thing, they've shown and his wife who were tenants
that except for such items as on my farm neglected the cow
sugar, coffee and a few other I provided for them. She went
groceries that must be bought, dry. I got rid of them as quickfarms can produce everything ly as possible.
Another thing the Home Demthat farmers eat. This involves
one of the first principles in onstration Agent has insisted on
rural economy—saving money on is that families keep plenty of
foodstuff to spend on other ne- hens. These mean income. They
also mean fried chicken 5or
cessaries of life.
They've shown—and I've ap- farm families. Miss Gillett has
own
taught housewives how to can
plied their teachings on my
farm and among my various their extra chickens.
tenants—that every family
It's been proved on my farm
should keep ground to use as a in Henderson that well-nourished
kitchen garden. Don't spare the workmen do not lose an avermanure. Leaves scatterer with age of fives days a year because
lime, composts of tobacco stems, of sickness. Naturally they do
far better work than undernurished workmen—and that
they should be easy to get along
with is taken for granted.
The principals of progressive
farming, advocated by Henderson
County's Farm and Home Demonstration Agents can be ap
-plied to other farming sections
of Kentucky. My farming experience in Henderson county
proyes that it pays dividends.

"Contact with the moon is
a triumph for radar but as
far as we're concerned, so
what"? was the comment of
Dr. William S. Webb, head
of the University of Kentucky's physics department,
when asked about the recent discovery. If men were
able to overcome the earth's
gravity there is nothing on
the moon that would make
them desire to undertake

The marbled godwit, 21 inches
long, is one of the largest shore
birds.
The ibis always travels in
large flocks, each one sometimes
containing as many as 15,000
birds.

QUADRUPLE AMPUTEE DRIVES NEW CAR—M/Sgt., Frederic Hensel, only battle casualty in
this war to lose parts of both arms and legs, is shown behind the wheel of his new 1946 car,
in Battle Creek, Mich., which he and his wife Jewell will drive on a tour of the southwest
section of the country. (AP Wirephoto)

e • ttern puffs up its loose
feathers when danger threatens
in order to look more formidable.
When frightened the mother
woodcock often flies off With a
chick between her legs.

Is your car, truck or tractor radiator heating or leaking/
If so, don't punish your
motor further. Let us clean
and repair it the modern way.

In all price ranges.
See us before buying.

Satisfaction guaranteed.

John Davis & Son
1.11016.1.1 I NMI NM I 11140101WOMMOIMMIN011e

setimumosminomaasommeimet

1101•1101.16MOOMMIMOISIOSNO

To say thank you is such a feeble wity to express our •
gratitude for helping hands in the time of distress and
loss which we suffered last Saturday night in the burning
of our Funeral Home and Dwelling combined; and we
would like to take each and everyone By the hand and say
thank you personally. But to those whom we may never
know helped, please accept our sincerest thanks. We cannot help but extend special thanks to: J. D. Wake, E. F.
McCollum, Samuel Glenn, J. A. Simpkins, J: I. Moore,
Rev. W. W. Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. B. N, Sargent, Mrs.
Clay McClain, Mr. and Mrs. 6. E. Jones, Mr. and Mrs.
A. B. Scott„ Mr. and Mrs. Russell Dunn, E. L Hobson,
Clyde Holloway, Cecil Chandler and Mrs. Helen Warren.
And to those who offered a temporary home, we thank
you. When we recall that 16 years ago some of you helped
us through the same disaster we must thank God, Our
Father in Heaven for sparing our lives, even from the oldest, our mother, Mrs. Mayme Hayden to the youngest, our
infant granddaughter, Rose Marie Riley. Let us again say
THANK YOU and may God's richest blessings be with
you all.

the mean annual payment for received by the Treasury next
By Clarke Beach
year—income taxes included—
Washington—Ever try to figure the next 50 years would be about
making the total cost will be paid to the veterans of "When you buy insurbillion,
$2
Sam
is
out how much Uncle
in that period a little over $100 the last war.
going to pay the World War II billion.
In any case, that war was no ance from this Agency,
veterans and their dependents
The payments, however, will bargain. The veterans of all our
before the last surviving widow, continue long after that, probably previous wars together have rea hundred years or so from now, for around 100 years. One de- ceived only $29,004,090,745. The
collects her final pension pay- pendent of a veteran of the War main item was pensions and comment?
of 1812 still collects a pension of pensation, which totaled $16,672,Gen. Omar N. Bradley, Veter- $240 annually — 132 years after 952,959. Of this the veterans of
ans Administrator, has asked the war ended. The last disburse- the Revolutionary War received
Congress for $4,934,623,500 to ment on behalf of veterans of the only $70,000,000; War of 1812
make all authorized disburse- War with Mexico was made in only $46,218,230; War with Mexico $61,634,518; Civil War $8,119,ments on behalf of veterans dur- 1933.
ing the 12 months starting next
In considering whether a peak 971; Indian wars $95,700,774; War
July 1.
can be predicted, however, an- with Spain $2,183,476,258, and
About $4 billion of-that is for other angle must be taken into World War I $5,470,958,505.
World War H veterans. Since the account. In the past 100 years
A hurricane does not become
rend in previous wars always has the tendency has been for Conbeen for the total payments to gress to increase year by year a hurricane in weather bureau
veterans to rise annually, at the scale of payments to veterans, terminology until its wind veloleast for 25 to 40 years, it would *ci that even though the men city rises above 75 miles an
seem the effect on the national and their dependents die off, the hour.
pocketbook might someday be total payments increase.
Pecords His Discharge
atomic.
Spanish-American War veter47 Years After War .
However, expert and amateur ans' payments have increased
Belleville, Ill. —W)— Among statisticians in various governsteadily ever since that war endthe hundreds of crisp new World ment bureaus have been doing
Spine and Nerve Specialist
ed. In 1945 the total reached the
regispapers
War II discharge
prob.
the
on
work
pencil
fter
little
a
record high of $142,797,472—a
All chronic diseases and ditered with the county recorder lem. They figure that while the
a climb from $3,878,189 in 1919. seases of women especially.
am
here, a yellowed, old-fashioned vets' total take will be substanMany new enactments provided Come in or call for appointdischarge certificate dated May tial, it may not prove so stagadditional benefits. At present ment todaY,while I still have
recorded
been
just
has
1899,
8,
gering as it would at first ap- any veteran of that war who a limited amount of time for
issued
was
It
for the first time.
pear.
reaches the age of 65 gets a pen- new patients.
to Capt. Fred J. Schrader, who
Assuming that future legis- sion of $75 a month.
Office in
served with the Fourth Illinois lation will not change the presFor World War I veterans toCall 423-J
NEW CENTURY HOTEL
Regiment at Augusta, Ga., dur- ent scale of payments, a prelimiOver Eldred Hardware
tal disbursements are rising each
Dawson Springs
ing the Spanish-American con- nary peak is likely to be reached year. There is a rise, moreover,
Phone 212
Hours 9-12 and 1-7
in 1048, and it won't be more in each category of benefits exPhone 3561
dolmillion
hundred
few
a
disability
than
cept service-connected
contemthe
lars higher than
compensation, which reached a
plated 1946-47 expenditure, ac- peak in 1933, and emergency ofcording to one well informed ficers' retirement pay, which
government analyst.
passed its peak in 1932.
He reasons that the bulk of
If Congress enacts no .substanthe payments are now going to tial increases in veterans' benereadjuatment (unemployment) fits, a fair guess as to the total
compensation and educational bill which World War II veterans
benefits, and that these probably will collect might be $125 billion.
will drop off after 1948.
But if such legislation as a bonus
Also, when the Veterans Ad- bill is enacted, the cost might
ministration has expanded fully be well beyond that. One bonus
and can review its present hasty plan proposed by a strong vetawards of pensions and disability erans' organization would cost
compensation, he says it probab- about $31 billion.
If you are not one of the many who have placed an order with us for "A NEW FORD" and
ly will disqualify many of the
What these expenditures mean
are expecting to buy a new car, then we invite you to check thoroughly these essential qualities
grants already made. He predicts to the average federal taxpayer
that practically all the tempor- can be roughly figured by comoffered in FORD against those offered in any other medium priced car.
ary benefits provided by the GI paring the Treasury's estimate of
bill will have been liquidated by net receipts for the fiscal year
Pis -Cola Company,Long Island City, N. Y.
1951.
1946-1947, which is $31,512,702,Company
Bottling
Franchised Bottler: Pepsi Cola Hoplcinsville
With 1951, then as the first 100, and the proposed $4 billion
normal post-war year, the pay- payments to World War H veterments to World War II veterans, ans in the same period.
he says, will be about 2.7 billion.
On the basis of these figures,
Then' the normal gradual in- more than 12 percent of all funds
Litre. I."Orr•
Wassaa's
crease can be expected, as more
ion." toirb Lisa
and more disabled veterans
5,114, Scary
come on the rolls, as they add
Moorlatt Mororoe, A ',torero,.
more dependents to their famiBroradrarriNg
lies and as more pensions are
Co-1045,
C M..
If you mutfer from rheumatic. arthri•
E. S. T.
simple
paid to dependents of deceased Cis or neural, pain, try thisthousands
that
home • recipe
inexpensive
veterans Gen. Bradley predicted are
package of Ru.Ex
using. Get a
weeks supply today. Mix
that the peak would come in 25 Compound, a 2quart
of water, add the
it with a
to 30 years. The peak in the cost Juice of j lemons. It's easy, pleasant
only 3
all.
at
no
tralable
and
of medical care to veterans is tablespoonfuls two timesYoua need
Compare FORD with any other car on the road, starting back with the old Model "T" 1914,
day. Often
over.
hours — sometimes
expected in 1975.
48
within
and on through the 1942 models and see what kind of sarvice FORD is giving as compared with
results are obtained.
— splendid
In approximately the same night
leave
quickly
not
do
pains
the
U
other cars of the same year model. In addition to making comparison of service, also compare
length of time, the cost of bene- and if you do not feel better, Ric&
oral cost you nothing to uy as it la
I
War
World
fits to veterans of
sold by your druggist under an elm.
the appearance of the paint on FORD with that of other cars. A car remains beautiful only as
Ruas
gust antes.
Miner blKk
KM
rose about 50 percent. If that Compound
la for sale and recommended by
long as its paint is good.
scale provides any indication of
DAWSON'S DRUG STORE
how the new veterans' payments
will increase, 25 years from now
The NEW 1946 FORD with its 100 horse motor offers you everything that you could wish
the disbursements on behalf of
for in a car. We invite you to come in and see and drive it, and then,
veterans of World War II would
amount to about $4,050,000.
If after 25 years the annual
bill tapered off at the same rate,

Mr. and Mrs. Shelley Dunn and Children
Mrs. Mayme Hayden
Mr.and Mrs. Robert L. Riley, Jr.

RADIOS PHONOGRAPHS

TUBES

BATTERIES

RECORDS NEEDLES

TVIITS
NM PARTS
'MUM
PAINTS
Gard RIMS
Oil

Jim Shrewsbury

STYLE. .

Lemon Juice Recipe Checks
Rheumatic Pain Quickly

r
of dlness? This is It. Its secret Dos In
its extra high lanolin' content...and lanolin, you

How Women and girls

ef
.nitftyletwantetrelipain

V;Ont fundrt peadle

know, acts much like the natural oils of your skin
Knead "Botany" lanolin formula 70 into your skin
'once or twice a week ...you'll "feel the difference."
41.25 and $2.

Try Oardul. Slit WI"pottql
bo glad you dld.

F R D ratzitir.•••

•
EASY HANDLING.
Performance Under All Conditions..

Now that the steel strike is over and steel will. be tivailable THE FORD MOTOR COMPANY
4/ei—voiti be---abte to continue tilting tile &deft Aetsich.4ava tearti.,;,
placed with us. After you get your new FORD we are in position to give you the kind of service
which will guarantee you the utmost in driving pleasure.
,
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Livestock -Market
Sales on the Princeton Livestock Market were steady Monday compared with a week ago,
it was reported by Brad Lacey,
manager. Stock cattle were active, 50 cents to $1 higher. Total
sold was 822 head. Baby beeves
topped at $16; No. 1 web, $17,
and hogs, $14.45. All fat hogs,
145 pounds and up, sold at cell-

.CLASSIFIED ADS

Red Cross Gifts
Total $2,264.20

(Continued from Page One)
00; employes, $10.00; Red Front
(Market St.), $12.50; employes,
Several Probationers
$5.00; J. C. Penny Co., $50.00;
employes, $12.00; Standard Auto
Expected To Pay Penalty
Parts, $10.00; Mitchell PlumbFor Misbehavior; Grand
ing Co., $20; Ratliff Hdwr. Co.,
$25.00; Wylie & McClelland, $25.Jury Impaneled
Lowery's Dry Goods, $10.00;
00;
was
Judge H. F. S. Bailey
VFW To Meet Monday
Sharp's Barber Shop, $3.00;
scheduled to start the trial of
Night At Library
Bill's Auto Store, $2.00; Peoples
Lee Wilson, Negro, in March
A meeting of the Veterans of Service Store, $10.00; B. N. LusCircuit Court here this morning,
Wars will be held Mon- by Co., $10.00; Ladd's Barber
on a charge of wilful murder Foreign
night, March 11, at the Shop, $5.00; Morse Poultry House,
day
shootfatal
the
of
out
growing
Coon Library. Members $5.00 Princeton Creamery, $50.00.
tag here last October 15 of A. George
members are inJacob Poultry House, $15.00;
prospective
and
veterwar
B. Lewis, a returned
me r's, $5.00; Dot's
attend.
Bodenha
to
vited
an. The case against George
Restaurant, $5.00; A. Koltinsky,
Harper, Negro, charged with
James E. Holt, Sic, Good $25.00; General Auto Store, $5.malicious assault with a dead00; Farmer's Dry Cleaning, $10.ly weapon with intent to kill, street, and Buell W. Cash,
00; W. B. Major, $1.00; Darius
growing out of an altercation GM3c, Route 1, were among
Dyer, $1.00; Chas. J. White, $5.dishonorably
men
Kentucky
Food
Frozen
Cummins
at the
00; Wintseads Jewelers, $5.00;
service
naval
the
from
was
charged
June,
last
plant
Locker
Steam Laundry, $10.Princeton
week.
last
Ill,
Lakes,
Great
at
was
witness
a
continued because
Hdwr. Co., $5.00;
Joiner
00;
end.
not before the court.
Denham's Jewelery, $5.00; WestTen probationers were before
Ky. Gas Co., $20.00; LittleJudge Bailey Monday, to make
A synthetic straw, treated with ern
Grocery, $5.00; C. W.
their regular reports, and it was water-repellent, has been de- page's
$1.00; Mark CunningIndicated several may lose their veloped for handbags and hats. Bealmer,
$5.00; Shortt & Pruett,
freedom as a result of misbeMajor Samuel Nichols was the ham,
Tire & Recaphavior while at liberty under first commandant of the U. S. $5.00; Princeton
Russell's Gro$10.00;
Co.,
ping
court.
supervision of the
Marines.
cery, $5.00, employes, $3.00; Leo
When the March term conWatson Feed
vened Monday morning, Judge Horning, Wylie Brown, A. H. Walker's $5.00;
Howard Stone,
Bailey impaneled the grand jury, Templeton, W. C. Oldham, Har- Store, $5.00; Mrs.
Co.,
members of which are C. W. vey Moore, Walter Varble, Por- $2.00; Stevens Chevrolet
Blaizer, $10.00;
Martin, foreman; Sidney J. Sat- ter Hopper, Glen Dearing, Jeff $10.00; Dr. Ralph
$20.00;
terfield, Urey Cook, J. T. Martin, D. Asher, Gentry Mitchell, Otho Mitchell Implement Co.,
$10.00;
Rosenthal,
J.
J.
Dr.
A.
H.
Nichols,
Chas.
Gresham,
W.
George
Homer McCaslin,
Bank, $100.00;
Martin, Jr., Cook Oliver, Paul Goodwin, Garfield Perry, Her- Farmers National
Co., $10.00.
Vinson, Chester Oliver, Vernon man White, Hewlett Ladd, Eli McConnell Electric
Hodge Motor Sales, $10.00;
Burchett, Hugh Martin and Ber- Peters, Urey Scott, Elmer Cook,
Sid Cantrell, Herb McNeely, J. Western Auto Store, $10.00, emnard Jones.
ployes, $2.00; Goldnamer's, $40.Petit jury: J. T. White, Joe D. Rogers and J. W. Horning.

So gracefully light on
your foot...with
inner arch support
for heavenly comfort!
Calf, maracain or
gabardine...Black,
brown, russet, navy.

Nationally Advertised in Leading Magazines

•ut Of Service

controlled
HELM'S pullorum
chicks-immediate deliveryholder four worlds' records
bulletins-Helm's
-brooding
HATCHERY-across from
hitchyard-Princeton.

•

Sgt. Jimmy Pool has returned
from overseas duty in the European Theater and is at home
with his mother, Mrs. Gene Taylor and family, of the Scottsburg

community. He has been honordischarged from the Army
Airr Cos.
, aRo,utemic3;
recshrn
GF3
11,. S
. mGiD
Nv lia
ohnilC
and
among
N. Harrison street, were

Kentucky men discharged fr
the naval service last week
Great Lakes, Ill.
In a vacuum, water boils
most at the freezing point.

WANTED TO RENT-A house in
Princeton; 4 or more rooms.
ltp
Tel. 763-J
BABY CHICKS - Good quality.
Send for price list and save
money. Worthwhile Chicks,
101 W. North Ave., Baltimore,
It
Maryland.
FOR SALE-Used steel ice-box.
1012 W. Main St. Phone 448. It
BUY CHICKS NOW.-.Early
chicks produce early fall layers. Early chicks produce broilers for early high-priced
Mr. Bob White celebrated
markets. Paramount Hatchery,
his 81st birthday at his home
tf
Eddyville, Phone 3062.
in the Friendship community,
of
number
large
Feb. 24. A
FREE DIRT for the hauling.
relatives and friends attended
See J. D. Hodge.
a birthday dinner given in his
CHICKS EARLY.ORDER
honor.
Avoid delays in delivery. See
the chicks you are buying.
Executor's Notice
Book orders now. Blood-tested,
themselves
Persons knowing
U. S. Approved Pullorum conindebted to the estate of the
trolled. Paramount Hatchery,
late W. P. Spickard, please
tf
Eddyville, Phone 3062.
make settlement on or before
April 10, 1946, and those having WANTED-Girls to work in
claims against said estate will dining room at Princeton Hotel.
See Clarence Granstaff at
be required to present same
It
hotel.
properly proven on or by same
date.
BUY CHICKS NEAR HOME.
Mrs. Stella Spickard, Executrix,
Avoid chilling. Place orders
3t
W. P. Spickard estate
now. All popular breeds from
carefully selected flocks. ParaCard Of Thanks
mount Hatchery, Eddyville,
tf
Phone 3062.
We wish to express our sincere thanks and appreciation to
FOR SALE - New and used
friends and neighbors for kindChrysler, Plymouth and Dodge
ness shown us in the passing of
truck motors. See us. Hodge
our precious little daughter and
Motor Sales, Washington St. 2t
sister, Carolyn Sue.
sent
used
Also we thank all who
SALE - Slightly
FOR
flowers, cards of sympathy or
baby buggy; leather with metspoke words of consolation.
al construction. Mrs. M. J.
May God's blessing rest upon
1tp
Kahn, 104 Locust St.
each of you is our earnest prayer
Mr. and Mrs. Moscoe Mit- FOR SALE-2 mares, 4 years
2 hands high,
/
old, sorrel, 161
It
chell and brothers.
good condition. Harness broke.
Bird McChesney, 2 miles west
Notice
on Dawson Highway 621 2tp
Regular meeting of Carlisle
Orange Post, No. 116, American FOR SALE: Two registered JogLegion, will be held at City
gonburg buck goats, one 3
Hall March 14, at 7:30 P .M. All
year old, the other 1 year old.
veterans are invited.
I want to exchange for a regIt
C. M. Vinson, commander
istered buck and sell the other
one. S. D. Sutton, Fredonia,
ltp
Route 1.
00, employes, $8.00; McCaslin's
Shoe Store, $5.00; First National
The name "dollar" was adopted
Bank, $100.00; Cameron's 10c iy Congress in 1785 for the moneBrown,
G.
Homer
Store, $50.00;
tary unit of U. S. currency be$50.00; Eldred Hdwr. Co., $35.00; cause the Spanish dollar was
Dr. C. H. Jaggers, $25.00; Feder- the chief unit of money circulatated Store, $50.00; Wood & Mc- ing in the colonies.
Elfatrick, $10.00; Walker's Drug
& Jewelry, $10.00; Wood Drug
Co., $10.00; Finkel's Fair Store,
$50.00; Dawson's Drug Store,
$15.00; Sula & Eliza Nall, $10.00;
Young's Lumber Yard, $10.00;
A. H. Templeton, $25.00; Princeton Lumber Co., $25.00; Fred
A. .Talley, $5.00; Princeton Implement Co., $10.00.
Princeton Leader, $12.50; So.
Bell Telephone Co., $30.00;
Rudy L. Cantrell, $10.00; Princeton Furniture & Und. Co., $37.50; John E. Young Ins. Agency,
$50.00; City Feed Store, $25.00;
C. A. Woodall, $5.00; Rowland
Motor Co., $15.00; Linton Clinic,
$50.00.
Industry: Princeton Hosiery
Mills, $150.00; Ky. Whip & Collar Co., $112.50.
Eastaide School Faculty, $22.50; Butler High School Faculty,
$55.00; Chambers-Moore Motor
Co., $10.00.

MeKENZIE'S SELF-RISING

PANCAKE MIX .20 oz. pkg. 10(
SLICED, DEHYDRATED
AC
pound
bulk
APPLES
CLABBER GIRL

BAKING POWDER 2 lb. box 21(
WHITE

pound

ONION SETS
VAN CAMP'S IMPROVED

BAKED BEANS

12 oz. can

TURNIP GREENS, SPRING ONIONS and CORNBREAD
a
riit TENDER SPRING
I AL

ONIONS

large bunch

Oysters, Celery, Head Lettuce, Cucumbers, Fresh Toma-

MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME

RED FRONT

The little blue heron is two
feet long.

BIG SHIPMENT OF
BREAKFAST ROOM SUITES
mmons All Metal Beds

• Lcisrge Tilt-Back Chairs

a
Because it flatters you so sOarHy...adds a
bright flesh to your newest prints, your
softest pastels...the two pumps, dotted with
pods, and the''strap sandal are ql$0 In
black or army russet calf.

Princeton Sh
"Fine Shoes Fi

-Vgith-Ottbrtions. to Mtifttl,':
•Single or Double-Door Chifferobes

WEEKLY NEWSPAPER IN KENTUCKY TO
IRV
GRANTED ASSOCIATED PRESS FRANCHISE

a

und To Attract
New Industries
ver-Subscribed

Home Produced Feeds
Add To Dairy Profit
Dairymen in Taylor county,
who fed home-grown rations supplemented 'with
nitrogenous
feeds, realized a remarkable return over feed costs, according
to Farm Agent C. V. Bryan. As
an example, he cites the record
of Ola Boston who has a cow
which produced 15,520 pounds of
milk selling for $306.64. Then a
calf brought $15, and the subsidy payment $37.56, making a
total income of $359.20. The net
profit on the cow for thç year
was $191.

Kentucky Development
Assn. Passes Goal;
Plans To Seek More
Business For State
Louisville, March 2 — With a
ledge to do its utmost to bring
ew industries to Kentucky to
exploit its natural advantages
fullest,"
•d resources to the
Development Assoe Kentucky
iation today announced compleion of its fund campaign with
oversubscription of 23 pernt.
Earl R. Muir, Louisville bankand chairman of the group's
inance comnattee, said its $100,goal had been surpassed
with donations from business
inns from one end of Kentucky
o the other totaling $123,137.50.
Muir coupled the stewardship
eport with the statement that
e association is now ready for
• rmanent organization. Immediate objectives are selection of
a board of directors to replace
the interim board, choice of a
all-time, well-paid executive dior and an adequate, welltrained staff, and decision on the
question of permanent headquarters, probably Lexington.
As soon as this has been done,
the association will be ready to
begin work, to attract new business and industry to Kentucky.
Manufacturers interested in locating in the State want prompt
and accurate information, he
cited, adding that "Kentucky is
entitled, for its own sake, to
see that they get it." He revealed that a number of inquiries from outside industry are already on file.
Asserting that Kentucky's economic possibilities "are unlimited if its interests will only exert
a firm hand in their own destiny," Muir said he saw in the
association's fund campaign support "the fullest confirmation uf
that conviction." He cited that
—

High -style

long

Hoosier Crack Shots

Murray Expects
Big Registration
This Spring
More Than 1,000 AIready On Campus For
Spring Enrolment; Many
Veterans Expected

This is the fifth in a series of pictures of Princeton and
Caldwell county children to be run in the Princeton Leader.
Reading left to right, Paula, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Barber
Holt, Princeton; Margaret, Wanda, Mary, Barbara and Kenneth,
children of Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Glass, Claxton; Patricia and
Judith, children of Mr. and Mrs. Norman Wheeler, Fredonia, and
W. C., son of Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Smith, Sr., Princeton.

West Point, N. Y.—AP—Four
residents of Illinois are members
of the crack Army pistol team.
Sugar mixtures for candy
Ninteen American cities have
They are Richard Lamp of Chisimmered slowly rathcago, Christy Murphy of Canton inter-American centers to foster should be
and Amos Mathews and Robert interest in nations south of the er than boiled or they will crystalize in the pan.
border.
Shebat of Evanston.
In the picture, left to right, Front Row: F. Wright, C. Corner, N. Faught, J. Moore, B. Rogers,
Back row: Vigena Stewart, Francis Dorroh, H. Jaco, coach; Quertermous, E. Dorroh, S. Goheen,
B. Harmon, K. Rogers, F. Aarmon, Joyce Traylor, Edna Baker, Margaret Baker.
Subduing a stubborn Francis High five in the finals at Cadiz Saturday night, 40 to 28, the Fredonia High Yellowjackets captured the Sixth District basketball crown and will represent the
district in the regional tournament to be played at Madisonville Friday and Saturday nights,
March 8 and 9. The winner of this tourney will go to the State event at Louisville. Butler's Tigers, after vanquishing the Cobb High cagers Wednesday night in a hard fought game,
22 to 18, fell before Francis in the second round. Fredonia will meet Dawson Springs in the first
game of the regional tourney Friday night at 7:30 o'clock, and the Kuttawa Lyons will be pitted
against the Hopkinsville Tigers in the second game. The winners will meet Saturday night
for the title. Dawson Springs is favored on the basis of season's records.

Mermaid?

Mother In Red Cross

London—AP—An 18-year-old
Finds Son In Tokyo
girl was found in a sailor's seaTokyo—AP—Mrs. Emely B.
bag at Herne Bay railway station recently. After producing Hunter figures she's one lucky
sufficient funds to pay the girl's mother.
Sent to Tokyo from Italy,
fare to London, they were alwhere she spent two years in
lowed to proceed.
Red Cross work, she found her
When using spices and herbs son, Lt. Ralph Hunter, with the
remember to let the original civilian intelligence education
section of General MacArthur's
flavor of the food predominate.
headquarters. She will serve as
six firms had given $5,000 each, supervisoa.,of the First Cavalry
some from $1,000 to $3,000 each, Red Cross club.
The Hunters are from Scarsand "hundreds of others" are reby lesser amounts. dale, N. Y.
presented
The money, he said, is being
If buttonholes become slightly
held by the finance committee
until the permanent board has raveled, fasten them with thread
been selected and the promotion and rework with buttonhole or
program has been inaugurated. blanket stitch.

jacket

suit,

armholes ,in men's suiting.

d'

Fighting Locusts
At Their Hatchery
Johannesburg — AP — To
help stamp out a new cycle of
locust invasions, the Union government has sent two expert officers to the remote region of
Lake Rukwa, in Tanganyika, and
granted $40,000 to the International Red Locust Control CourtciL
If the attempt to destroy the
young locust swarms now hatching out succeeds, it may save
millions of square miles of Africa from years of disastrous locust invasirs. The red locust
in the past has laid waste agriculture from Kenya to the
Transvaal.

We are very grateful for the fine and generous manner in which
the public of this community accepted our invitation to attend our
formal opening last week, and for the numerous expressions of
good will and good wishes extended to us.
It will be our constant effort to merit your continued confidence
and patronage by providing the best merchandise obtainable
and giving the fullest possible measure of service.

A woman's best costume starts with a suit!
She can dress it up with frills, dress it down
with severity and with each change of r a
blouse, a bit of neckwear, a piece of costume
jewelry, she has a new ensemble. That's
why it's so important for you to start with
a really good suit — one that flatters you,
emplmiwyotrr -best 'features, -ttt.lW-Ptyledfor this new-season. Select a gracioa,
handsomely-designed suit here — one with
deep armholes, nipped-in waist, the softly
rounded oh, so feminine --loOk about it.
You'll enjoy wearing it forever after!

Murray, Mar. 5—Registration
for the Spring quarter at Murray State will be held Monday.
March 18. Class work will begin the following day and Monday, March 25, will be the last
day to register for credit.
The Spring quarter is scheduled to end May 31. With a 60
percent increase in enrolment
in the winter quarter, officials
of Murray State are making
plans to take care of the expected increase. There are, including the Training School, 1,000 students on the campus this
quarter.
•
With the returning of veterans
to Murray, the college has established a Veterans' Guidance
Center, located in the college
auditorium.
Thirty-three small houses for
veterans have been erected on
the campus and are scheduled
to be ready for occupancy by
the Spring quarter. President
Ralph E. Woods is endeavoring
to secure other facilities for accommodation of veterans and
other students.
With 12 departments Murray
State offers seven degrees and
pre-professional courses.

Rock-Throwing Boys
Get Target Handicap
Louisville, Ky. —AP— School
windows shattered by rockthrowing kids have lost Louisville taxpayers about $2,500 annually for years, but at last something is being done about it.
Maintenance men now install
12-section glass windows in replacing sashes containing a single
expensive pane.
This doesn't stop rock-tossing,
but it limits to about 50 cents
the damage one rock can cause.

Perfect ôr offifx wear..=-this -three- $21.00
button all-wool flannel.
Stunning pin-striped, (or checks) for
$24.00
dress-up occasions.
Hand-stitched edging plays up this
fitted, one-button suit, in virgin wool
covert.
"UM
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Building up soil fertility is
the foremost objective of progressive farmers and other interested leaders in Johnson county. To that end, a planning committee for agriculture set up a
aeries of eight goals which Farm
Agent Carl H. Lay lists as follows:
1. Use contour cultivation to
decrease soil loss and increase
crop yields.
2. Plant grasses and legumes
In all seedines to improve pastures and increase soil fertility.
3. Establish kudzu on iiteep or
Waste land. •
4. Establish 10 experimental
fields of sericea.
5. Sow cover crops for land
protection, feed and green manure.
6. Use lime and fertilizers to
Increase trop yields and -aid in
establishing pastures and meadows.
7. Drain wet land and put it
to good use.
8. Provide regular income from
proper woodland management.

4-H Clubs Make
Peacetime Plans

Twins

Billy and Willie are the sons
of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hart,
Cobb.

Fair To Firemen,
Reporter Reaps Repast
Kokomo, Ind.—AP—City firemen cooked and served a dinner
in the central fire station to
show their appreciation of nearly
20 years of "fair treatment" by
Maurice C. Tull, veteran Kokomo
Tribune city hall reporter.
Some 200 firemen, policemen
and city officials heard former
Indiana Gov. Henry F. Schricker
praise the public service of newsptipers as exemplified in "the
man on the beat."
The designing of the battleship Missouri required 550,000
man-days, and the building 3,900,000 man-days.

Good walking—good looking. A high-throated
slip-on with the flattering flare of
an open back. In smooth calf—with
Naturalizer's famous fit.
Town Brown only!

Hopkinsville

Naltional 4-H Club Week,
March 2-10, will find that Kentucky 4-H clubs have launched
a full schedule of activities for
the year, according to an announcement from the College
of Agriculture and Home Economics. Praised for their contribution to the winning of the
war in food production, war
bond drives and paper and other
salvage collections, 4-H'ers are
urged to enter wholeheartedly
into peacetime plans to build
better homes and communities.
Last year, Kentucky's 2,700
clubs had an enrollment of 77,651 members-42,104 girls and
35,547 boys working under the
supervision of more than 4,000
voluntary men and women leaders.
Four out of every five members carried to completion their
projects it gardening, corn, poultry, sheep, swine, dairy and beef
production; canning and foods
preparation; farm and home labor; room improvement and
clothing. The percentage of the
number of rural Negro farm
boys and girls reached equalled
that of white.
In line with the 1946 national
4-H club program, Kentucky
clubs have adopted these 10
peacetime guideposts;
1. Developing talents for greater usefulness.
2. Joining with friends for
work, fun, and fellowship.
3. Learning to live in a changing world.
4. Choosing a way to earn a
living.
5. Producing food and fiber
for home and market.
6.. Creating better homes for
better living.
Conserving nature's resources
for security and happiness.
8. Building health for a strong
America.
9. Sharing responsibilities for
community improvement.
10. Serving as citizens in
maintaining world peace.

t were.
g. Am'
post°

in oomfort, safety and economy. It's
The New Plymouth le the stand-out
.11Lisaky ...new 0111.through...1190 take sr word..
ear.
ior it. Come in to4y and see for your-,
and hiludsome, it's ottillusding for
self the many improvesnents that make
performance and styling. ,And there's
the New Plymouth four years better
outstanding smartness and luxury
than before. For soonest possible
wherever you look In the new roomy
delivery, place your order wow.
Interior. Plymouth's a stand-out, too,

COME IN AND HI IT TODAY

Rowland Motor Co.,
Dodge - Plymouth Distributors
S. Jefferson St.

Telephone 628

Ode
01473
LEY

gasoline
Visit this station for your
and other farm uses.

quarry near Bloomington,
SLAYING SCENE — This is a general view of the abandoned stone
executive, and Mrs. Phyllis
Ince, where the bodies of Russell E. Koontz, 43-year-old business
Wirephoto)
Coleman, 32, former church choir soprano, were found Sunday. (AP
Port of Embarkation during
York
I
troops
3,000,000
More than
moved overseas through the New I World War IL

With 31 ships named for the
cities, counties and rivers of
Kentucky, the State was well
represented in the United States
Navy during World War II.
The heavy cruiser LOUISVILLE was en route to Pearl
Harbor from East Borneo, when
the Japanese struck on Dec. 7,
1941. Eight weeks after the
participated in
LOUISVILLE
strikes
the first retaliatory
against the Japanese, the Marshall-Gilbert Island attacks.
The LOUISVILLE then operated with the forces in Alaskan
waters, participating in the bombardments of Kiska and Adak.
The cruiser left these units and
proceeded to the South Pacific,
where she participated in the
Battle of Save Island, off Guadalcanal. During this action, the
White Shirts Guilty
CHICAGO was damaged severely, and the LOUISVILLE towed
Of Inciting Mob
the damaged ship during the
New York—(W)—New Yorkers
night following the action.
have formed lines that extended
During the latter part of 1943,
around a city block for movies,
she participated in the second
liquor, cigarets, meat, nylons,
and third bombardment of Kisbutter, or what have you. But it
ka. The vessel then operated on
required the cops to handle a
bombardment missions during
mob that gathered in the Times
the invasions of Wotje and
Square section when a haberKwajalein.
dasher advertised white shirts.
While the LOUISVILLE was
not
crowd
only
hampered
The
operating in these areas, other
automobile traffic but interfered
ships named for Kentucky cound with such serious business as the
ties were in action in the same
attendance of bobby-soxers at
area. These ships—attack transan early movie show.
ports—were carrying the assault
One of the last of 3,600 white
troops to many of the invasions
shirts went to a man who deof the Pacific islands. Typical
clared:
of the ships were the KNOX,
"Without this I don't know
WARREN,and WAYNE.
how I could get married tomorThe WAYNE carried assault
row night!
troops for the invasions of
Kwajalein, Emirau, Cape Glouchester, Saipan, Guam, Peleliu,
Leyte, and Okinawa. When the
war ended, the WAYNE joined
the "Magic Carpet" Fleet, after
landing troops for the occupation
of Nagasaki.
The WARREN, after the Okinawa operation, landed troops in
North China for occupation
duties, and then commenced the
task of the "Magic Carpet"
Fleet, bringing home veterans
for discharge.
The KNOX participated in the
invasions of Saipan, Tinian, Leyte, Lingayen Gulf, and Iwo
ima. Beach units from the KNOX
were commended several times
for their activities.
Among the other ships representing Kentucky in the Fleet,
are the frigate COVINGTON;
the gunboat PADUCAH; the attack cargo ships MAYFIELD
VICTORY, LIVINGSTON,
TODD, WOODFORD, WHITLEY, and UNION; the attack
transports CLAY, FAYETTE,
BRACKEN, CARLISLE, cRrrTENDON, GARRARD, ADAIR,
SHELBY, KENTON, CLINTON,
GALLATIN, L0 G A N, McCRACKEN, MAGOFFIN, and
MENIFEE; the self-propelled
MERCER; the
barracks-ship
landing ship, dock, ASHLAND;
and the auxiliary CUMBERLAND.
The battleship KENTUCKY,
named for the state, is being
built.

PLYMOUTH

To prevent milk from
ing when heating, first rime
saucepan with cold water.
Soak nuts in salt Water
i..ght and the meats will
out whole.

woo
this
to a
wel

THE NEW 1946

k

scorchYou can bleach those lamp.
sun
a
with
shirts
white
ed
singed
dampened
Irradiating
helps reareas, the ultraviolet
whitestore shirts to original
ness in ten minutes.

Flying Prospectors
Seattle--(iP)—The prospector's
burro must look for a job. Airplanes are able to prospect
small territories well from the
skies, Dean Milnor Roberts told
„.the ,ThaVerAiiir, Qt...W8611410.9.11;6i
annual mininif institute.

STOP TERMITE DAMAGE
Termites are a serious problem in all but the northernmost section of the country.
TERMINIX Licensees, with
offices in more than 200 cities
serve the 36 states most heavily
infested with termites. Use
TERMINIX inspection service.
PRINCETON LUMINA CO.
Phone NO
eetherisse neerseeetstive it
owe veiny Termini,' generation

For Sale
Nice four-room dwelling; located on Brown
street. See or call

Ethyl Gas
White Gas
Kerosene
Pennzoil
We can also

Do
Br
11 Br°
5Co
Calk
II
Crider.

take

tDom

We will give you 1¢ off if you buy 50 ga
or more gasoline.
A good grade of motor oil to farmers at 50c per
when you purchase 5 gal. or more.

CORNICK OIL CO

Insurance and Real Estate

R. B. WILLIAMS, Mgr.

Phone 25

S. Harrison St.

a

Princeton,

Kentue

gvezmolemivadozze-aftecs` Ifattimefesectt7h
What keeps Kern-Tone so
miraculous? Continuous research
in the world's biggest paint laboratories—where Kern-Tone
was created! Today, a better
scientific blend of pigments,
resins, and oils, increased hiding
power and durability make
Kern-Tone a more remarkable
finish than ever before!

L THE SYNTHETIC RESIN AND
OIL FINISH ... notation:1y tiles
with eater fw seenaleace ecoolow.
2. LATEST,SMARTEST COLORS!
Styled by Wean decanters.
3. INCREASED DURABILITY!
A herder, leiger•lestleg
4. GREATER HIDING POWER! on
seat CM'S west my interior surface,
use wallpaper!
5. W*MIKE! moos wad,*los
wail. washing simmers er srsdossas
denim
6. APPLIES LIKE MAGIC! on
bosh or toe-Tees Iteller•Ileater.
7. DRIES IN ONE HOUR! teems
paletel I tie wends( ready for we
that Menem
8. NO "PAIDITY" ODOR!

e modem
RIO/17 OVER WALLPAPER

GAL
paste f
pre
4 gal
/
=bee 11
selat,rendr-to-ap

Sem-Teas Reller-Seater. . 890 is.
New Rele-Tese 4' Brash. .$239 is.
151 up
Rew-Teee Trims

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

HOUSEPAINT
Get longer life, greater
economy—from n•w
Sherwin-Williams House
Paint! Now this"Choke
of leading painters"
brings you a smoother,
tougher coating.., new,
cleaner colon... new
wear and weather resistance...better all-'round
paint performance!

ENAMEL°
Brighten up—inside and
out—with sparkling
NEW all-purpose
Enameloid! One coat of
this easy-brushing, highgloss enamel gives gleaming new beauty to woodwork, furniture, toys,
autos. Dries mafew hours
...protects against wear,
weather!

fie Gnat
flameINsfAfteve
LIN-X CLEM GLOSS
protects, beautifies linoleum, wood.
Resists grease, alcohol, wear!
950 Pt.
Only $1.70 qt.
LIN-X SELF-POLISHING WAX
for any interior surface. Shines as
it dries. Water-resistant. Anti-slip!
59f Pt.
Only980qt.
LIN-X CREAM POLISH
makes furniture glow without hard
rubbing. Cleans as it brightens!
Resists dirt, water. Only 690 pt.
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18.6¢ 90i.
• • • 164
per gal,
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Men Attend
thodist Club

Population Turnover
Buenos Aires—(IP)—The entire
population of the South Orkney
Islands, southernmost inhabited
land in the world, is being
changed—all nine persons. The
Wands, belonging to Argentina,
are well below the Antarctic
Circle and their population is the
crew of a government meteorolo-

Men's Club ha
e Methodist
supper at the church Fri
night, February 22. The pro
was the showing of a mo
picture, in technicolor, o
Georgia Tech-Tulane foot
game. Rumsey Taylor ex
ed highlights of the film,
here were 136 present at thi
wig, this being the largest
ber to attend. The club w
to welcome 12 new mem

gical station. This is changed annually when a government ship
takes the new crew to the islands
and brings back the old one.
Bake pork in an uncovered pan
in a 350 degree oven, thirty to
thirty-five minutes to the pound.
Ice box leftovers can be glorified into tempting salads if
scraps are well combined.

RETONGA MADE LIFE
BRIGHTER FOR HIM

.esent were: J. D. Alexander
B. K. Amos, Thomas Amoss
D. Armstrong, J. P. Artman
ude Anderson, Hillery Bar
, Edwin Beckner, Dr. Ralp
ier, Lacy Boaz.
ohn B. Bohanan, Lewis Bor
James Bowen, C. A. Bram
RADIO-CONTROLLED CAMERAS FOR ATOM TEST—Dean Hawley of Glen Rock, N. J., project engineer, works on cameras, which, radio controlled, will photograph atomic bomb tests
, Alvin Brandon, N. Y. Bran
in the Pacific. The cameras, being constructed at a Jamaica, N. Y. plant, will be installed on
E. R. Brown, H. R. Camp
, Lee Cardin, C. F. Carr. towers around Bikini Atoll--site of one of the tests. (AP Wirephoto)
oah Cole, James Cash, Dr
L Cash, C. L. Castleberry,
Birds In Belfry
don Castleberry, James CatRing
The Bell
Couch,
Chandler,
John
E. B.
Baltimore —AP— The Rev.
per Crider, K. R. Cummins,
George E. Englert and police
colm Cummins, Jack CunCunningham,
came running when the burglar
ham, Lacy
(BY Associated Prelim)
end them gradually.
yin Cummins.
alarm in St. James Catholic
Washington — The nation's
Elimination of subsidies would church clanged in the early
• T. Daum, V. M. Davis, Rob
Dazell, Merle Drain, Elber victory gardeners were called on mean higher price signs in the morning hours.
can, Ira Fears, Melvin Fra- this week to duplicate their yeo- grocery stores. The subsidy on
Their search ultimately led
, Glenn Farmer, Otho Fea- man wartime service and help butter, for instance, is about 15 them to the church steeple,
Gordon Glenn, W. W. relieve the postwar global food cent.% a pound; that on meat where they found two frightened
shortages.
about six cents a pound.
boys clutching their "loot"—a
rm.
The appeal came from PresiOn the subject of butter, bag containing 21 pigeons capoy Gresham, G. U. Griffin,
B. Griffith, Bob Hancock, dent Truman who said urgent Chairman Pace (D-Ga.) announ- tured in the belfry.
yson Harralson, Hearne Har- needs abroad "for food from ced that his special House food
Members of Powell County
on, Jack Henry, Bud Hill- this country emphasize the im- Investigating committee will conportance of continued effort to fer soon with representatives of Farm Bureau voted to buy seed
d, Earl Hillyard, E. G. Hilladd to our total food supply." OPA and the Agriculture De- corn cooperatively.
d.
The stringent food outlook partment on recommendations
. D. Hodge, W. L. Hodge,
also was stressed by Secretary of by the dairy industry that price
er Hoffius, Cash Holloway,
Agriculture Anderson in a simul- controls for its products be abolvis Housman, Charles Hubtaneous statement late yesterday. ished.
Harry Hutchinson.
He summaned the nation's farmMeanwhile, the government
. C. H. Joggers, Fred Jake,
ers to increase their 1946 food- put into effect today a ban on
es Johnson, Joe B. Jones, stuff
planting by more than 3,- the use of cane alcohol for alcoher Jones, Dr. B. L. Keeney,
000,000 acres.
hol beverages. The Civil Proes D. Keeney, John B.
"The situation," he declared, duction Administration said the
J.
W.
Keithley,
ey, John
"calls for a continued all-out reason was to provide additional
ady.
production effort" even though molasses—the source of cane
ly d e Kerchival, Herman this "will mean a heavy strain alcohol—for more essential
uses.
ney, Auta Ladd, Conway on the soil and a delay in farmMolasses, the agency declared,
Leftwich,
Harry ers' reconversion toward
y, W. 0.
a peace- Is "urgently needed" to increase
g, G. W. McCarlie, R. A. time pattern of soil manage- production of industrial alcohol
onnell, Clarence McGary.
ment."
"which has widespread industrial
ev. J. Lester McGee, Hobart
In Congress, meanwhile, price uses and is also in urgent deugh, Howard McGough, J. aspect of food products vied for mand for cattle feed."
McGough, George Murray, attention with subsidies and
es Marvel, Robert Morse, J. ceilings to the fore.
Surfacing Contract Let
Myers, Luke Morgan.
Two Republican senators —
. L. Mays, J. E. Neel, Roy Taft of Ohio and Hickenlooper For Dawson Spgs. Road
More than 90 miles of new
-mb, Jack G. Nichols, Tal- of Iowa — suggested to newsParrent, Wilson Parrent, men that a program should be high type road surfacing will
,a1 Patterson, Charles Pep- considered now for "tapering be done under contracts let by
H. C. P'Pool, Douglas Pruitt, off' food subsidies, currently the State Highway Department
J..7. Rosenthal, T. H. Redd. costing the government $1,500,- last weekend, it was announced
from Frankfort. Among roads
oward Rice, James Richard- 000,000 annually.
Both said they are opposed in due for early treatment is the
M. M. Roach, T..7. Rogers,
Rour, Leroy Richardson, principle to peacetime subsidies Hopkinsville-D a ws on Springs
Sevison, E. L Sharp, G. but are apprehensive that it highway, along the area of the
arp, James Sharp, Jame would be an economic shock to Pennyrile State Park, Corum
wsbury, T. J. Simmons, the country if subsidies were and Edwards, Madisonville, bees Smith, Randolf Smith, R. cut off overnight. Hence they ing the successful bidders at
tho4ht it might be wiser to $99,925.
Sneed, Roy Stevens.
red Talley, Rumsey Taylor,
v Teasley, Hamell Travis,
. Travis, Luke Tyrie, •Pat
William Tyrie, K. T. Vick,
; Wadlington, Leo Walker,
,Vatson, Frank Webb, Joe
Wilcox, W. E. Willis, F. K
he, A. P. Yates and Howar

Distress From Nervous
Indigestion, Run Down
Feeling And Sluggish
Elimination Made' It Hard
To Look After His Business,
States Mr. Clark.
Feels Fine Now.
"To use a cemmon expression,
likonlia gave me a
.
I feel like
new lease on life," declares Mr.
J. B. Clark, well-known business man residing at 318 Union
Avenue, Knoxville, Tenn. Discussing his case, Mr. Clark happily continued:
"I felt so badly run-down and
suffered an much distress from
nervous indigestion that I could
hardly look after my business.
Gas pains in my stomach after
meals nearly drew me double
and I felt like I could seldom
get a good deep breath. Nights
I was so restless is seemed to me
I was up and down all night
long. I had to take n strong
purgative every day or two. I
felt miserable and had no energy or pep for my business.
"The relief Retonga gave me
beats anything I ever saw. All
the distress from sourness, gas,

Mr. J. B. Clark
and indigestiosn i relieved, I
have a splendid appetite, and I
have regained several pounds.
I sleep splendidly, and I have
the first real relief in years
from constipation. I feel so much
better that life is brighter for
me in every way and Retonga
deserves all the credit."
Retonga is intended to relieve distress due to insufficient
flow of gastric juices in the
stomach, loss of appetite, Vitamin B-1 deficiency, and constipation. Accept no substitute. Retonga may be obtained at Dawson's Dru Store. ;
—Adv.

• MAIL ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY

Store No. 2
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The RED CROSS
shines on the

four corners

of the EARTH

Not Just A

SWEATER

rk.

but
tton In Nets
est Point, N. Y.==
Patton, son of the late
eral, is one of the two goalon the U. S. Military Acay hockey team. Young Pat. a senior, is 22, six-foot-one,
Iglu 175 pounds and is list
in South Hamilton, Mass.

A Bobby Brooks Sweater

orge

EXPERIENCE
HAS PROVED
THE WISDOM
OF FEEDING
PLANT BEDS
- "VOW •
VIGOR°

For Spring
Gallivanting

lags

Whispering with excitement are
these tissue-soft sweaters. Team
them with your new spring suit,
wear a twin-set with your
favorite skirt — you'll keep
these sweaters in circulation all through
the spring. All colors,
all sizes.

Who writes the letters for thousands of veterans still in hospitals? YOUR
RED CROSS. Who provides clothes, food, shelter and money for families
washed out by flood or burned out by fire? YOUR RED CROSS. Who
helps tide the handicapped newly out of uniform, over the tough period
of adjustment before his benefits come through and his future is certain?
YpUR RED CROSS —AND HIS. War and suffering are never over for Red
Cross Workers. They must carry on as long as there is human need for
help in an emergency or a personal crisis. GIVE the most you can, and
you give to those who need the most!
•

la.r.:1•

Lrzulma-r.rtaxru

C. A. WOO DALL INS. AGENCY
GOLDNAMER'S
ARNOLD'S
(Incorporated)

HOPKINSVILLE

SULA AND ELIZA NALL

702 So. Main

.JOHN E. YOUNG INSURANCE AGENCY
PRINCETON FURNITURE AND
UNDERTAKING CO.
MITCHELL IMPLEMENT CO.

.10,1;044„

a.

4"

1%4

orreala

•rr.
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Priming Tobacco
Pays Big Profits

guest of his parents, Mr. and
By Dorothy Brasher
Mr. John Akridge, Mrs. Vel- Mrs. Reuben Ray.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Young have
don Yandel and Mrs. Coy Moore
were in Paducah
Thursday returned home after visiting
visiting Mrs. John Akridge, who their son, Cadet Billy Sam, at
Is a patient in Riverside Hospi- Columbia. Tenn., who is a patient in the hospital there.
tal there.
Mr. and Mrs. James Eldrige, of
Miss Jaunita King, of Nashville, was the weekend guest of Sturgis, were the weekend guest
of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. A.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill King.
Mr. and Mrs. Jess Yancy are J. Eldrige.
visiting in Arlington.
Mrs. Charles Young, of Evansville, was the weekend guest of Orchard Grass Yield
her sister, Mrs. Veldon Yandel Increased In Shelby
and Mr. Yandel.
Results of using ammonium
Mr. Cleve Black, of Kuttawa, nitrate on orchard grass were
was the Sunday guest of his seen on the farm of John Wal-.
sister, Mrs. Allie Bugg.
lace Nuttall in Shelby county.
Mrs. J. B. Quertermous and Mr. Nuttall applied the fertilidaughter, Carol, of Murray, were zer to about 50 acres of orchard.
the weekend guests of Mrs. grass in March of last year after
John Quertermous.
growth had started. When the
Mr. Veldon Yandel returned grass was cut for seed, an averfrom London Wednesday after age of 21 bushels per acre was
having been called there by the harvested. Farm Agent John W.
death of his brother, Vernon.
Holland notes that on one-fourth
Miss Ida Belle Turley, of acre, where no ammonium •ni-Evansville, was the weekend trate was used, the orchaVrass
guest of her parents, Mr. and seed was not worth cutting.
Mrs. Henry Turley.
Mr. and Mrs. James Ray, of
The willet bird is noted for its
Evansville, were the weekend unusual noisiness.
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Farm Agent Hugh Hurst estimates that at least $59,900 was
received by Pulaski county farmers who primed around 10,500
pounds of tobacco leaves in the
field.
A few farmers having small
crops primed all the leaves. Harry Mitchell primed 1,210 pounds
from six-tenths acre of medium
sized tobacco, and averaged 46
cents per pound. Victor Black
primed seven-tenths acre and
produced 1,204 pounds.
Omar Trimble gathered only
the bottom leaves from a halfacre. They weighed 200 pounds
and sold for 57 cents a pound.
Mr. Trimble said he made more
money for the time spent in
priming than for anything else
he did in his tobacco.
Robert Flynn primed 1,200
pounds which brought him $814.
Glenn L. Loveless picked up
81C pounds which cost him approximately $50. He sold his
WOMEN FIGURE SKATING CHAMPIONS—Holding trophies
crop for 50 cents per pound
which were ',resented them at Chicago Arena when National
when the market was low. It was
Figure Skating Championship competition ended are, left to
the highest price he received.
right: Gloria Peterson, Seattle, Wash., Novice Women's champion;
Huey Vaughn primed 840
Gretchen Merrill, Boston, Ladies Senior Champ, and Barbara
pounds which sold for $393.76 on
Jones, Philadelphia, Ladies Junior champion. (AP Wirephoto) a
low market.
Due to the drouth in Pulaski
Go South, Young
county last fall, priming did not
pay as great a dividend as it
Man, Go South
Atlanta, Ga.—AP—In Georgia will in ordinary seasons, said
Schedule
Eddyville Road, 2:00 p.m., Fri- the accent seems to be on youth. Mr. Hurst.
Three years ago the state
day, March 8, with Mrs. W. H.
elected 'Ellis Arnall governor, Muscles Are Key
Beck, hostess.
Lebanon, 2:00 p.m., Tuesday, who was then 35, the youngest
To Legislative Jam
March 12, Mrs. Klon Pickering, in the nation.
Trenton, N. J. —AP— Closed
Recently
Douglasville, Ga.,
hostess.
door conferences are the order
Hall, 2:00 p.m., Thursday, citizens began boasting of their of the day in
Trenton when the
March 14, Mrs. Mary Thomason, young mayor, 28-year-old Harold legislature convenes,
but they
T.
Mosely,
Sr.
hostess,
can become too confining when
Then two other towns put in
the key won't work and the
Crider
their claims for the youngest
Mrs. Wilson Glenn was hostess mayor—Chatworth and Lavonia. conferees are trapped for four
hours, said Republican State
to the Crider Homemakers WedChatworth presented 24-yearnesday afternoon. Mrs. Clifton old Mayor Bill Groves, Lavonia Chairman Lloyd B. Marsh.
It took four stalwarts sumClift had charge of the meeting. puts forward Mayor Ernest VanThe program for the afternoon diver, who is a few months moned by cries of help to smash
the door and free Marsh and
was given by Mrs. Cleveland younger than Mosely.
Hays, Mrs. Hugh Yates and Miss
Georgia, incidently, is the only Senate Majority Leader Charles
K. Barton after a recent conferGrace Adamson.
state in the union which permits
ence when the door key jammed
The hostess served refresh- 18-year-olds to vote.
and nothing would jar it loose.
ments to Mesdames Dennie Cash,
Litt Cash, W. W. Glenn, W. P. the following present: Mesdames
Spickard, Hugh Yates, V. E. D. B. Boitnott, B. L. Paris, Ber- Census Planned For All
Coleman, P. M. Adamson, Sarah nard Jones, Lem Becicner, Harry
Western Hemisphere
Myers, S. G. Wigginton, Frank Johnson, P. L. Funk, S. J. LowRio De Janerio—AP—Plans
ry,
and
Lloyd
Beck.
Wilson, Floyd Dunbar, Clifton
for taking a census of the WestThe
lesson
for
the
day,
"The
Clift, Cleveland Hays, Sheltie
ern Hemisphere in 1950 were
Traylor, Arlie Vinson, Charles Making of Bound and Piped begun here by the executive
Wilson, William Coleman, Leslie Buttonholes", was given by Mrs. committee of the Inter-AmeriBright, Lloyd Beck and Miss P. L. Funk.
During the social hour several can Statistical Institute.
Grace Adamson.
Convening at the invitation of
contests were conducted by the
the Brazilian government, the
Cobb
recreation leader after which the
Cobb Homemakers met Tues- club adjourned to meet with committee discussed preparation
day afternoon with Mrs. Herman Mrs. Virgil Nuckols March 29. for a general assembly of the
entire organization. Its purpose
White. The meeting was conis to develop statistics of a uniducted by the president, Mrs. Friendship
Froendship Homemakers held form and comparable basis among
Garland Shoulders. A demonstration in making bound button- their regular meeting Thursday the nations of North and South
holes and pockets was given by afternoon at the home of Mrs. America.
Mrs. Clyde 0. Wood. Mrs. V. T. Floyd Hunter. Mrs. Wilbern
The wood ibis is the only
White gave a talk on Venezuela Crowe had charge of the meetand Columbia. Plans were made ing. The program for the afterto hold an all-day meeting in noon was given by Mrs Leon
March
with Mrs. Garland Cummins and Mrs. Fenton Taylor.
Shoulders.
Mrs. Hunter, assisted by Mrs.
Refreshments were served to
Mesdames J. M. Taylor, V. T. Archie Hamby, served refreshWhite, D. D. Rogers, Garland ments to the following members
Shoulders, Clyde 0. Wood, Earl and their guests: Mesdames
Wood, H. P. White, Cline Mur- Crowe, Taylor, Leon Cummins,
Ragon Cummins, Harold Smith,
phy, Lloyd Beck and Miffs
Deamon Morris, Shell Hunsaker,
Frances Gray White.
Herman Oliver, Charles Nichols,
Hopkinsville Road
Orland Newsom, Lucien RobinThe Hopkinsville Road Home- son, Sheltie White, Clint Adams,
makers held their regular meet- Lloyd Beck.
ing February 22 at 2:00 p.m. at
the home of Mrs. D. B. Boitnott,
Mice bring forth as many as
on the Hopkinsville Road, with 17 litters a year.

Full Spring Constuucted, Covered in Long Wearing Material.
Choice of Colors. Ideal for Crowded Day, Comfortable
Bed by Night.

Large Storage Compartment

To -mend a small hole
In a coat, ravel yarns fr
straight inside seam, beea
pairs with a sell-thread ar
nearly invisible.

Coneret
Blocks

• * Planning to Redecorate? * *
COME TO THE BPS PAINT STORE

Homemakers News

the real OIL BASE PAI
*rSea&°New 411-9ert

FLATLUX FACTS...
• Easy to Apply ... Quick to
Dry.
• Lime-Proof Colors.
• Ready for Use ... No special mixing or extra bucket.
• No objectionable odor.
• Easy to wash.
• One Gallon will do the
average room.
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Post No. 5595

VETERANS, JOIN THIS ORGANIZATION!
Princeton, Ky.

Only$2.65 PER G
McGough Paint & Wollpaper Store
"The Complete Paint Store"
Princeton, Ky.

W. Court Square
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WAR IS NEVER
OVER FOR
THE RED CROSS
,A0?

The Red Cross shines as guardian beacon upon the
sick, lonely and destitute. Its rays send hope and
comfort to the youngster lying in the hospital bed as
he talks to the Red Cross girl. The gentle lights of
the Red Cross radiate encouragement to the needy
family shivering in their cold flat. Flood and fire are
fOrgOtleti 9}! tho,Red-ColAccash :Kays of-courage-andhelp to the afflicted. Always ready to-help—always
there —the Red Cross is by your side in peace as it
was in war. Give!

Many long dreary days lie ahead
our wounded in hospitals. Days
dened with pain, homesickness
longing for dear ones far away. Yo
men and boys.who went through co
less tortures on battlefields of mud
grime. Are they to be forgotten n
Now that their work is done? The
Cross remembers them and you
not forget them —or the Red Cr
Give to build up our young manho
Give also to help the needy—the th
sands of men, women and child
rendered homeless by war, flood
fire. Help those who cannot help th
selves. Give a little touch of home
friendship to our boys in the serv
away from home. Remember them
your heart and let your dollars foil
your heart strqight tb The Red C
The Red Cross is here to help, but w'
Out you it cannot survive. Give to
and keep giving.

FINKELS FAIR
STOR
E
..Have More Cents'
Where Your

H4
To

NEW BEAUTY WITH PATTERSON-SARGENT PAIN

Join Now!
Monday Night,
March 11

Pdôrt

Apply FLATLUX over any interior surface ... Wallpaper.
... Plaster
...Wallboard ...or previously painted surfaces (water or oil paint).
One Coat covers smoothly without brushmarks.

Veterans of Foreign Wars

You are invited to attend the next meeting
MAKES FULL-SIZE BED

Many precious moments may
be saved during the breakfast
rush if dry ingredients for mufNew York—AP—A new chem- fins or pancakes are mixed the
ical glove, that is merely smear- night before.
ed over the hands and forearms,
is described in the Review of
Scientific Instruments.
The glove is a special protective cream, with some unusual
properties. A thin film affords
protection for several , hours
against strong chemicals that
might be poisonous on the skin.
It also prevents staining of the
skin.
The glove is said not to be noticeable and sheds water although water is used to wash it
—
off.

Now You Can Paint
Your Gloves On
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